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VOL. XIII.— NO.

HOLLAND,

30.

SATURDAY, AUGUST

MICH.,

WHOLE

1884.

30,

NO.

650.

is the sphere ot its operations, aa it finds
By Aid. Workman—
Ruolstd,
That
the
Board
of
Assessor*
of the dt;
It and seeks no innovations. In the
(Situ
PerfnmeHea. River street.
of Holland ere hereby Instructedto forthwith
make a special assessment roll for Tenth street United States government it finds a system
VAN
PUTTEN, Wii., Dealer In Drags, Medlspecialstreet assessment district,to defray the of political institutions, modeled upon
A
X. 0. of o. p.
ctnes,Palnts,Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
expensefor the graveling of said part of Tenth
W.VauDih BiEo’sFamlly Medicines;River 8t.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependeatOrderetreetaa aforesaid.— Adopted.
those of the mother ceuntry, Great BritPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
The clerk reported that no objection! had been
FellowiHall,Holland,Mich.,onTnesdayEvening filed In the city clerk’ioffice to thd proposed Im- ain— children of the Magna Cbartar and
I
of each weejt
proving and grading of Eleventh street,between the Bill of Rights— but modified to suit
Vlsltingbrothers
arecordlallyl nvlted .
River snd Maple streets, unless the following reIness.
OFFICE: No. 52 EIGHTH
"
L. D’ Baldus, N. G.
quest of U. D. Pest could be consideredan objec- the times in which we live, and the genWilliam
Bacmoartel,
K.
8.
fotaUun.
.. . ius of tho American people. A system
To the UonorabtsMaior and Common Council of
under which our fathers'have lived and
the City of
t
aV
Editor and PMlthtr.
Yf EYEK, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
F. & A. K.
I would respectfully call your attention to the
1H kinds of Farnltnre, Curtains,Wall Paper, ARBocLAR^ommunication
of UirfrT Lodoi, originalpetition for the improvement of Eleventh prosperedand died during three generCarpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc.: River st.
Terms of Salreoriptlon:
No. Ifil.F. A A. M.. wlllbe heldat MasonlcHall streetIn this city, which asked that the improveations, which they have transmitted to ns, v
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1,75 if
Holland, Mich., at 7 o’clock iharo, on Wednesdav ment be made In snch a manner aa wonld not InQimral Dsalsn.
evenings.
Jan.
9,
Feb.
6,
March
5T
April
9,
May
7,
their children, and which we, in (urn, are
paid at three months, and $11.00 if
terfere with or injure the shade trees growing on
July 2. Aug. 6. Sept. 8, Oct. 1, Oct. 29, said street. The deapth of cat Is so great that If
\TAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers June4.
paid at six months.
Nov. 26, Dec. 31. 8t. iJohn’s days June 21, and H Is extendedthe entire width of the street, In- bonnd to hand down Intact to our deIn Drv Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats
cluding sidewalks, It mast Injure, If not destroy scendants. This system, so noble In its
and Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. ; River street.
R. B. Btsr, W.M.
the shade trees. Before setting shade trees In
JOB PBINTIHB Promptly"ani neatly Eiecnlel
D. L. Hotd.&c'v.
front ofmy premisesI graded the place for side- origin, so venerablein its history, so wise
EotsD.
walk deep enough as I supposed, so that the trees
In its methods, so successful in its practiTERMS OP ADVERTISING:
would not need to be disturbed.But I find that
/“1ITY
HOTEL.
Williams
Bros.,
Proprietors.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for
the cut will be atlll lower. I respectfullyask, cal results, Is overgrown with a rank and
fim Insertion,and 25 cents for each subseqaent \J The onlv first-class Hotel in the city. Is
therefore,that the sidewalk grade along my premlocated in the Dullness center of the town, and has
ises may remain as It now is, and If a slight slope noxious growth of poisonous vegetation.
one
of
the
largest
and
best
sample
rooms
In the
8*. ,6 v. 1 T.
be necessaryoutside my trees, I will make The administration of tha system has beFor Alabastlne, Whiting and Colors in sbonld
State. Free bus in connectlsn with the Hotel.
It at my own expense and tnrf H in asnltabla man500 8 00 Holland,
1 Square ................. 850
10-ly
ner.
If
thla reqneat be granted, I have no objec- come a stench to the nostrils of all upoil, go to the Central Drug Store.
•• .................. 500 800 10 00
tion to the proposed
H. D. Post.
................ 800 10 00 17 00
right citizens and good men the world
Eremers & Banos.
Dated, Holland, Aug. 25, 1884.
)t Column ................10 00 17 00 25 00
17 00 26 00 40-90
Time for filing objections extended one week over- Our reform proposes to disinfect
25 00 40 00 66 00
1
Fresh roasted Peanuta and all other and the request of H. D. Post referredto the com- the body politic, to cut away these pol-#
mittee on streets and bridges.
tlon of guests. Holland, Mich.
kinds of Nuts, Candies, Bananas and
The commute on water works were anthorlxed sonous parasites. Of very speedy success
changes.
OCOTT’ HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor. choice California Canned Goods at
to adjourn the time for the final test of the water
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
we are not sanguine. Complete success
This hotel Is locatedon the cor. of Ninth and
PESSINK’S.
works, provided they should deem the same nectines, $2.00 per annum,
Fish
sirs.
Terms,
$1.50
per
day.
Good
accom—
essary.
will not come, perhaps, till the millenlum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pubmodations can always be relied on. Holland,
Council adjourned.
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
The forces of corruption in public, just as
GEO. H. 8IPP, tlfv Clerk.
8-ly
fcJT All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
In large and small cans At
in private life, are fearfullymany and
LlvirmiSale statin.
Kremeks & Bangs.
No. 6-— Civil Servic# Belonn.— BeroUi of strong, and must continue to be while huZlftH
DOONE H„ Livery and Bale Stable. Office
the Full ani Final Triumph of Civil
man nature Is what it is. But in the
GI
X> audbarnou Market street. Everythingfirst- FITS: All Fits stopped free bv Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer.Iso fits
Service Reform in the United States,
.
class.
sphere of politics just as in that of temChicago & West Michigan Ballway.
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
Theoriesas te the orign of government perance or any oilier great moral reform,
XI stable. Fine rigs and good horses can alTalcing Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St., — i. e. how it has come about that men we must learn "to labor and to wait,”
From
From Chicago
33-tf
Phila.,
12-ly have gathered into communities,in which taking as onr motto, with the change of a
to
to Holland.
word to Christianize it, the old Qoratlau
[IBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Nl’t
Mall
Ni’t
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White the will of one or more is acceptedas the
T0W3S.
MaUl Exp. Exp.
Ninth street, near Market.
Exp. Frn ManLead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White rule of conduct for the rest— are exceed- precept:“JWJ desperandum, Deo dues et
p.m. p.m. 'a. m.
wash brushes, call at
p.m. p.m. a.m.
Umbctorlet, KUlt. Shop*, Xtc.
ingly diverse, Many writers have held auspice Deo. Let it be permitted us, In
16+05 1 10 Ip is .—Holland ..... 2 55 10 05 4 50
Khemers & Bangs.
10 30 ..... 10 35 East Sangatnck 2 45
4 28
that it was ihe result of compromise, ex- concludingthis series of articles, to sketch
DACELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
10 40
10 45 .NewKlcnmond.2 45 9 42 4 18
of Hugger Mile: (Steam Saw and Flour
press or implied, by which, in considera- briefly the result of the complete triumph

Vf EENG8, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, MsdiXi Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and

ihe goUattd

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.

fdrittiW.

V

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.

tion.

1

STREET.

WILLIAM IT ROGERS.

Holland:

,

DeC'

V

'

jtal

2
3

Mich.

“

grade.

O

Mich.

__

dU0iUl$i»

_

Holland
Chicago.

11 32 2
11 55 2
1 25 3
1 50 8
3 15 4
7 80 6
a.

05,11 »>
17 11 50
00 1 05
10 1 15
10 2 30
50 5 2A

205

..Ud. Junction..
...Ban

_

to

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

Rapids.

From Holland
Grand
P,“- p.m. is. m.

From Grd. Rapids
to

Holland.

m.|p. m.
00 1+5 (X) ....Holland ..... 10 10 1 15
12 5 13 ....Zeeiaud ..... 10 02
30 533 ..Hudfouvilie... 9 45
43 5 50 ....Grandviile...9 82
00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25

10 05
. ....

a.

8
3
3
3
10 45 4
p .m. p.m. a.m.

a.

to

p.

m.

9
9
9
8
+8

50
40
15
55
85

m. p.m. p.m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.
i

p.m.

a.

m.

3 00
8 25
3 85
4 00
4 05
4 40
p m.

10
10
10
11

10

a.

to Holland.

m.

p.m. p.m. p.m.

+5 2-1
30 5 55
41 6 10
00 fi 35
11 OH 6 40
!) 45 7 15

....Holland...

1 Hi 8
...West O'liTe...
2
2
..GrandHaven..12 2S 2
...Ferryaburg... 12 20 2
...Muskegon...11 55 1

p.m. a. m.

p.m.

to

p.

00
35
27
05
00
25

9 40
9 17
9 07
8 50
8 40
+8 05

m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland

1

From Alleganto
Holland.

p. m. a. m. a. m.
p. m. a.m. p. m.
3 00 •9 00 10 10 ..Holland.. 5 10 10 10
1 35
3 20 8 30 10 25 .Fillmore.. 4 55 950 1 05
8 3^ 8 50 10 34 .Hamilton. 4 41 9 42 12 50
3 47
9 9) 10 44|. Dunning.. 4 15 9 80 12 15
4 15 10 10 11 05'..Allegan..
4 15 905 •11 35
p. m. a.m. a. m.
p. ra. a.m. p.m.

of the principles of civil servloe reform.
Families desiring Ice at any time or for tion of the enjoymentof the advantages
rAN RAALTE, B. dealer In Farm Implements the season can leave their orders at the of civil society, men have voluntarily re- What constitutesthe essence of the prinand Machinery,cor. River and Ninth street.
hardware store of
signed more or less oftheir natural liberty. ciples? An administrationof public afR.
This doctrine was held and advocated by fairs based on merit and capacity alone.
Nctary Publiei.
What would the introduction of this
the famous John Locke, among others.
CTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
standard
into the public service effect?
But there is no doubt that government,
Ilctv AtU’Cttisenunts.
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
Political
honesty. What does political
however modified
tho wants and

19-tf.

- .uixeu iraiQB.
+ Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed Trains leave Holland,going north, at
7:50 am, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Muskegontt 12:10 a
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going south,
5

50

am

and

by

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

Phnlcti&p.

T>EST, R.

B.. Physician and Surgeon, can be
found In his office,cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen's Block.

REMERS, H., Physician

IT

and Surgeon. H*M-

1\. dence on Twelfth

etreet, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6
50-ly

p.m.

Ciatnl Tint

Pass. [Mix'd Pass.

STATIONS

a. a. a. a. p. a.
10 10 5 20 5 05
11 02 7 00 603
7 54
6 27
11 27
11 32 8 04 S 31
11 43 825 6 41
12 00 9 00 0 57
9 30 7 10
12 15
12 40 10 25 7 33
12 59 1105 7 50
1 07 11 20 7 57
1 19 11 40 8 07
1 30 12 Id 8 18
1 52 1 00 8 40
2 22 2 22 9 09
9 22
9 84 2 49
2 50 3 30 9 40
3 20 4 15 p. a.
3 29 4 83
8 86 4 46
4 16 6 03
4 27 6
4 33 6 36
4 45 7 00
a. p. a.

ANTING, A. G., Physician and Sirgeon
ivl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,
Vf

;

Mich. Office hoars from 12

to 2 p.

m.

26-ly.

..Dundee’..
. .Britton..10
.Ridge wav. 10
.Tecumseh. 9
.. Tipton... 9
Cambridge 9

80
l6
06
57
42
30

Addison.. 908
..Jerome.. 8 51
..Moscow.. 8 44
.

8
8
.. Homer .. 8
..Marshall 7
...Ceresco,. 7
Battle Cr’k 7
JVugusta. a.
.Yorkville..
..Richland..
..Montieth.
....Fisk....
..Kellogg.
A Allegan L
..Hanover
. .Pulaski ..
.

.

.

.

83
22
00
32
19
00

a.

p

[IGGINS,

B. P.

I!

WW

a. p. a.
05 6 50
5 00
4 00
8 35 4 11
8 80 4 02
3 19 3 42
8 02 3 10
2 47 2 47
2 21
1 65
2 01
1 20
1 07
1 5i
12
87
1 41
12
10
1 80
1 06 11 20
12 87 10 15
946
12 25
900
12 05
8 12
11 48
11 84
7 53
11 28 7 89
10 49 6 15
10 89
5 65
540
10 83
10 20 5 15
a. a. A. X.
5

dMi.‘

$>

D

and Eighth Street.

Mich.

(Dm;

iJlavhets.

Produce, Etc.
( WHOLESALE.)
(Correctedevery Friday by E. J. Harrington.)

U

14
75

to

ft

RETAIL.

80©

Apples, f bushel ...........
Beans. V bushel ................. 1 25
Bntter, f lb ...................... 15
Eggs per dozen ...................

©
©

man

when He

said

and

West MichiganRailway,
28.

1883. 42tf

tional diversitiesand peculiaritiesin their
tufo, to

the three fundamental forms of

Common

lb

©

Potatoes, pea bushel ...............

Grain. Feed,. Etc.
( WHOLESALE.)
(Carrectedevery Friday by W.H. Beach.)
Buckwheat, f bushel ............
1

.

©
©
©
©
©

Bran, j$ 100 lbs .....................
Barley, f lOOffi .....................
l
Clover seed, f t» .................. 5 00
4
Corn Meal fl00 lbs-. ...........
\
Corn, shelled f bushel ............
Float, f brl— — ..................
ka 5
Fine Corn Meal f 100 lbs .........
Feed,j9 ton .....................
f 100 lb ......... .........

KSperioi'®.:.;::;:
lead, per ton

T>BACH,W.H. Commission Merchant, and “

per 100

j.

....................

lbs

.........

^M^t^i’HoikRd.’Mleh’n
Pearl Barley, per 100 lb*.
othf k^edJMr bushel

.

.

!••••

"lRfd,par bnsh*V.

»•••

<

©

_

litical "boases,’’tho lax

system of inspec9i

work done for the government,
army of supernumeraries that swarm

tion of
the
in

government

by

offices, getting their living

"pickings

and

stealings,"the "star

routes.” the Indian contracts&c.

Why

government, monarchy, aristocracy and the Irrepressible conflict between labor
and capital, leading to these frequent
democracy.
But the origin of governmentis com- strikes, these high taxes of ibo working
paratively of small account.
its

We have

scope. What

is

to

the ob-

classes, these

protectivetariffs,so called,

for the benefit of the few to the detriment

which the political of the many, the' unjust preference given
supremacy of the few over the many is to male over female labor in the governdesigned to secure? In other words, ment offices. If the principle were once
what are the true functiensof govern- established of no pay but for honest labor

ject or class of objects

Oounoll-

Hollamd, Mich., August 26. 1884.
Council met pnrsosnt to a call
from the Mayor and was called to order by the
Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aid. Rose,
Beukema, W erkmau, Nyland,Boyd add the cleik.
Minutes of last meeting were read and approved.
Aid. Tor Vree and Burgess appeared during the
reading of the minutesand took their seats.
The following bills were presented for payment:
National Tube Works Co., 1 hydrant and
6 wrenches ..............................
$ 34 00
E. J. Baningron, oil ..................
80
J. Van den berge,. building sidewalks...
. 18 00
H. D. Post, stationery...................4 29
C. & W. M. R’.v Co., freight ...............
8) 40
M. Walker, balance dne on water works
building........................
570 00
M. Walker, balance dne on well as per

Common

ment? This momentous question the An- and amount of pay to be graded only by
cients answered In one way; we, in these amount and kind ef labor, these and similatter days, in another and quite opposite lar abominationswould quickly distway. Plato, who may be taken as the ex- pear. (2) Ability in the management of
ponent of the ideas of bis time In the Hel public affairs. The most capable men
Ionic world on this subject, in several of and women will be selected and retained
his treatises portrays the ideal state as in office. Only merit will be awarded by
that which governs most. The state, promotion.Sluggards and laggards will
with him,
every

is

a great

member

household, in which

be dismissed.

An economical and

is subiect ta the will of the

ruler, in all mutters, great and small; a'contract ............................... 225 00
fairs of war ancT peace, commerce, agrl
M. Walker, to sinking well 2^ fret extra. !16 66
R E. " erkman. 16X «ieam wood ...... Si 96 culture, manutactures,police, education,
F. E. Workman, 40 cords slabs .......... 14 00
R. E. Werkman, 10) stakes for Cedar str.. 1 00 even the private relations of life, such as
R. E. Wv-rkman.300 stakes for Tenth it
8 00
subsist between husband and wife, parent
—Allowed and warrants ordered Isencd on the city
treasurer for the several amounts.
and child, master and servant,all down

‘

1

©
Honey per
.....................©
Onions, per bushel ............. ©

.

store corElghth

85
1 25
15

Batter, $1 H) .................... .
Eggs, ^ doxen ....................
Honey, fib..... .................
Onions, f bushels ................
Potatoes, f bushel ...............
25

Fnltz ”

|

before making your journey or

Agent Chicago

The

-

It..

me

and

[orncuL.J

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer in Fancy Goods; Comer of Market

...

.......

see

Watehu sad Jsvilry.

.

$5;

given for freights to all points, Call*

do chiefly with

.

Comaliiios Xmkait.

this political party or of that, for partisan

in Paradise,

complex forms of civil governmentht.vj votes. So of tho fat government conbeen evolved from the authorityof the tracts, constantly manipulatedby tho po-

-^RAILWAY-Z

Holland, Mich., Nov.

Wabash. 8t Louis & Pacific. At Tecumseh, with
Lake Shore Jt Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. S. &M.8. At Hanover with L. S. * M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. & M. 9. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central.At Mar“
shall. with M. 0. R. R. At BatUe Creek, with
Chicago& Grand Trank and M. C. R. R. At Mon- Middling,® lOOffi ...............
teith, with Grand Rapids & Indiana. At Allegan, Oats,® bushel, offi^ ..............
Pearl Bariev, $>100 lb ...............
with Chicago & West Mich, and L. 8. & M. 8.
Rye f bash .....................
Trains all dally except Bond ay.
PB. McE — . ,
Timothy Seed, f bushel
.
General Passenger Agent. Wheat, white fbashel ............
Red
.............
LancasterRed, f bushel....
RETAIL.
IttfiittfM Jhttftanj.
Buckwheat,per bushel ........ ....
Bran, per 100 lbs ....... ........... . Barley per 100 lbs
Attomyi.
Clover seed per t>
fOWARD.M. D., Claim Agent, Attorneyand Corn Meal, per 100 lbs . . ..........
Corn, shelled,per bushel ..........
L Notary Public; River street.

.. ...

The successive steps by which the present

WM. BAUMGARTEL,

the leading Photographer,Gal-

lery opposite this office.

P

Train Connections.k

deleft

mean the hundreds ot millionsof public
money squandered in pensions?Bids of

shipments.

Pass. Pass. Mix’d

10

Chicago and Vast Mich,

PhsUgriphir.

001213 lA8T,'a

L.ToIedo.A 11 80

the family was consti-

Economy In tho
management of public affairs. What

to bo alone.”

God

Ledeboer.

(A, 1884.

a. a.

istration signify? (t)

E.,

H., dealer In Watches, Clocks.
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and
Cedar streets.Holland
24-ly.

Michigan and Ohio Railroad.

031113 WIST

stitution. Family government is the type

father over bis household,are difflcoltto
Sells tickets to all principalpoints in
Physicianand Snrgeon. Office the United States and Canadas. Money trace. But we may suppose with much
_ at residence on the corner or Rlvtr and
Eleventh streets, formerlyoccupiedby the late can be saved by purchasingtickets of me. probability, that the family gave birth to
Dr. B.
43-ly.
Through Bills oi Lading issued and rates the tribe, the tribe to the nation, and na-

rATES. O.

VY

6

honesty in all branches of public admin-

tuted by

A

TTTYKHUYSEN,

Taking Effect April

wishes of the governed, is of divine in-

of political;and

Freight and Ticket Agent

X>

am.

8:55

KANTERS&SONS.

O

1

at

Ice.

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

"It is not good for

Muskegon.From Muskegon

rom Holland

»»

W

9 07 8 30
2 37| 8 55 3 10
.Benton
12 40 8 00 1 55
. .St. Joseph......
12 ,,,,
30 7. 55 1. 50
..Now Buffalo.. 11 80 7 18 12 45
....Chicago .....
>5 8 40]
p.m.
i. p.m.lp.m.
p.m.l
a.m.

m. p.m

Pa.
-

Hotel.

able bodjr of admin-

istrativeofficers will act and react direct-

Iv and indirectly

upon our

legislation.

law will
law-makers,Tempt

Purity in the executors of tho
lead to purity In the

atlons to selfish or partisan legislationwill

be reduced to

a minimum, when every

The Cincinnati and Newport Iron and Pipe Co. to the smallest details are put into his contract, every appropriationmust pass
were allowed 90 per cent on their contract, the
money to be paid as soon as the loan now being hands. The acceptedmaxim with ns is, under the eye of a corps of honest public
negotiated Is consumated.
officials.

who

he governs best
governs least.
Jnstice of the Peace H. D. Post reported the collectionof 810 for violationof the penal laws of the Hence the aim has been In the most enstate and the receipt of the city treasurer for the
lightened governments of modern times,
money as paid into the city treasury.
Contract and bond for Improving and grading
Tenth street special street assessmentdistrictwas
presented and approved.
Aid. Burgess requested to be excused from further attendance at this meeting.—Granted.
The clerk reported that no objections had been
filed in the ci;y clerk's office to the plans, diagrams, and estimates of the proposed graveling of
Tenth etreetspecial street assessment districtand
that notice had been given two weeks In the Hollaed Citt News according to the reqnlremen ts of
law.
By Aid,

Werkman-

Besotted.That tho graveling of Tenth street In
the cltv of Hollandbeard the same Is hereby ordered In sccofdancewith the resolution of the
Common Connell Angnst 6. 1881. That a strip 94
feet wide threngh the center of that part of Tenth
street, lying between the right of way of the Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore railroadand Maple
street, in the city of Holland, which part of said
street has been designated by the Common Connell as Tenth street special street assessmentdistrict, be graveled to an average thlckneaaof nine
Inches, so spread that It will be 12 Inches thick in
the center and 6 Inchaaonthe sides, with gravel of
the kind need on Ninth street, or of a kind equal
thereto; that all of the expense of graveling said
part of said Teath street be defrayed by a special
assessmentupon the lota and lands lying and
abnltlng on said part of said atreet according to
frontage. That the plans, diagrams, and estimates
for said graveling, submitted By the dty surveyor
and deposited with the city clerk for public examinationbe and the saaae are hereby approved
-Which aald resolution was adopted by yeas aad
nay* ae follows: Yaaa, Ter Vree. Rose, Beukema,
Wrkman, Nyla nd aad Boyd. Nays, none.

to limit the
as

much

trol of

as

The judiciary will be winnowed and
purified as the public conscience becomes

powers of tbs state and leave enlightened and elevated. The adminispossible to the will and con- tration of law will command respect and

the individualcitizen.Of recent we shall be delivered from these disgrace-

mob violence.
may be Utopian. It

political writers,Mr. Herbert Spencer

fnl scenes of

has gone to the extreme In bolding that

All thl s

the sole function of
tect, tw

government

is to pro-

maintain the rights of men

to life,

ly

things.

T.

liberty and prosperity,and the theory
that

government ought

affairs, besides

to

unaertake other

commerce, all
all

government

religious establishments,
relief of the poor, all state

systems of education and of sanitsrysu

ROMEYN

BECK-

Holland. Mich.

that of protection, Is un-

tenable. Hence, "all state regulations ef

is certain-

the opposite of the existing state of

An

Editor’s Trinute.

Thereon P. Keator, Editor ef

Ft.

Wayne, Ind., Gatette, writes: "Far the
past five years
King’s

New

have

always used Dr.

Dlscevery,fer coughs ef most

perlntendence,even the state currency sevare character,

as well

as

for these ef

a

stand condemned, not milder type. It never fails te effect a
only as ineffectivefor their respective pur- speedy cure. My friends te whom I have
and the

post-office,

m

recommendeded it speak ef it in seme
high terms. Hsving been cured by it ef
natural liberty.,,
With these and similar theoriesand every cough 1 have had for five years, I
poses, but

involving violationsof man’s

discussions, the civil service reform hat

consider

it

the only reliable and sore cure

do. It la aolely and intoniely for coughs, colds, etc.” Call al H.
_
____________________
______ Walsh’s drug store and get • trial
practical
in its objocts and mothodi.
It
accepts the particular government which Large size $1.00.
nothing to
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HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
Bepobb
r.

the American Bar Association,

in session at Saratoga, N. Y., Judge John

P.

Dillon,

of New York,

delivered the

annual address. His subject was the
general character of American laws and institutions, accompanied with some observations upon its present and some speculations concerning its future conditions ____
The most notable wedding of the season
took place at Newport,B. L, where Bishop
Potter united Francis S. Stout, of New
York, and Miss Emily M., daughter of
Gen. Meredith Bead. Congratulations
were received from the King and Queen of
Greece, the Crown Prince of Germany,Chief
Justice Coleridge,and President Arthur .....

i;v

Manufactur| was sold the
The same property
cost $2,000,000about fifteen years ago .....
At a meeting of petroleum producers at
Oil City it was resolvedthat drilling be
stopped f
for the year. As 85 per cent of
the’ wells and territory are controlled by the
men who took this action,production will
to a great.extentbe stopped. ..... Five men
were killed by the fumes of gas while tunneling in a mine at Shamokin. Pa.

Pilhadelphia reports the failuresof
Warner & Merritt,fruit importers, with liabilitiesof $500,000; E. L. Mintzer, Jr.,

canned goods; W. D. EshelnulnA

Co.,

commission merchants; and Graham, Loder

A

Co., white goods.

A Boston dispatch says

the United
States steamer Tallapoosa, the celebrated
craft that has for years been

employed

as a

freighterfor naval stores in winter and as a
pleasure yacht for the Secretary in summer,

came to an untimely end in Vineland
Sound, being run into by a coal schooner
and sunk. The ship was on her way from
n to Newport
newpo: when the disaster ocBoston
>me <of the percurred, and had on board some
sonal effects of the Secretarv
tary and Mrs.
Chandler, who were to have rejoined her at
the latter point. The night Was clear, and
a good many vessels were- in the sound.
The vessel which struck the Tallapoosa
•was the schooner James 8. Lowell, of
Bath,. Me., from Baltimore for Portland.
She is a large three-master,-and was loaded
with 800 tons of coal. The Tallapoosa was

struck on the starboardbow and went
down within five minutes. The officers
and crew, numbering about 140 persons,
were saved from the wreck by the schooner,
all being accountedfor except the following: Snrgeon Black, William O’Donnell,
of Boston, n seaman; William Jones, of
Washington, a landsman; George Proctor,
a colored saloon boy;
Foster, a colored.
servant.

-

Eleven persons sustained serious inNew York and
New England Road, near Quinebnug,Conjuries by on accident on the

necticut.

A

passenger car and a smoker

were thrown down an embankment of
twenty feet J. W. Phelps, of Hyde Park,
Massachusetts, received what may prove a
fatal cut on the right temple ____ Silver has

been discovered near Ritchie, W.

Va.

,

and

prospectors are flockingto the mine. The
lastassay atone mine showed $300 of silver and $11 of lead to the ton ____ An osgignment to secure liabilitiesof $35,000 has
been made by the Dunbar Coke Compray
of Fayette County, Pennsylvania.

THE WEST.

it.

about forty persons, who by agreementhad
quietly assembled in the little country
churchyard. Four doctors conducted the
examination,and on removing the lid a
slight alcoholicodor escaped, but this was
all. The casket was filled with cotton waste, which being removed the

corpse was found wrapped in muslin
sheeting and woolen blankets. These
were hastily ripped off and the remains exposed to view. The flesh had been stripped
)m the legs, arms, back,
________
___
from
back, and
sides to the
very bones, and seemingly with sharp in•truments. All the flesh was cut away ex-

cept what

little

remained

on

the

face, hands, feet, and chest The vital organs were all present, and also a
Blight amount of_____
fecal matter,
matter which contained hair and fibrous substances.
Heavy rains along the lino of the Northern
Pacificin Dakota have seriouslydamaged
the wheat crop. From Southern Illinois
and Southern
Indiana
come
, .mmam
_ complaints
— Jpu
____ of
the damaging effects of a long- continued
drouth. .. .A. D. Sly was arrested at Minneapolis for robbing the American Express
Company at St Joseph, Mo., in September
last, of $1,0,500. . .Flames swept away a
block of business structures at Roseburg,
Oregon, valued at $100,000, and forty-two
buildings at Pomeroy, Ohio, worth $50,000.
The Illinois Central Railroad have just
issued a neat little pamphlet entitled the

~

.

.

n01

assume,
1 have carefullyconsidered the platform
adopted by the convention,and cordially approve the same. So plain a statementof Democratio faith

,

legis-

lative branch of the Government the Chief
ExecutiveIs bound faithfullyto enforce.
And when the wisdom of the politloalparty
which selects one of its members as a nominee
for tjut office has outlined ita policy and
declared ita principles, it seems to me that
nothing In the characterof the office or the
necessities of the ease requires more from the
candidateaccepting such nomination than the
suggestionof certain well-known truths so absolutely vital to the safety and welfare of the
nation that they cannot be too often recalled
nor too seriouslyenforced. We proudly call
ours a governmentby the people. It is not
such when a class is tolerated wnich arrogates
to Itself the management of public affairs, seeking to control the people instead of rei relenting
them. Partiesare the necessaryoutgrowth of
onr institutions, but a governmentis not by
the people wr.en one party fastens its control
upon the country, and perpetuatesits power by
cajolingand betraying the people instead of
serving them; a government is not by the
people when a result which should represent
the Intelligent will of free and thinking men is
or can b j determined by the shameless perversion of their snffregea
When an election to office shall be the selection by the voters of one of their number to
aseume for a time a mtbl.o trust. Insteadof his
dedication to the professionot politics: when
the holders of the ballots,quickened by a sense
of dnty, shall avenge truth betrayed and.
pledges broken, and when the suffrage shall fie
altogether free and uncomiptcd, the full realization of a government by the people will be at
band. And as a means to this end, no one
would, in my judgment, be more effective than

on

stock

and gland

.

”

A
™

.

.

-

-

,

•
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an amendment to the Constitution disiinallfying
the President from re-election.When we consider the patronageof this great office,the allurements of power, the temptation to retain
public place onoj gained, and, more than all,
the availabilitya party iinds in an incumbent
whom a horde of otllceholde.s,with a zeal born
of ben .'tits received, and fosteredby the hope
of favors yet to come, stand ready to aid w.ih
money and trained political service, we recognize in the eligibilityof the President for recleotlon a most seuon* danger to that calm, deliberate,and intelligent political action which
must characterize a governmentby the people.
A t Ue American sentiment recognizes the
dignityof labor and the fact that honor lies in
honest toll. Contented la: or is an element of
national prosperity. Ability to work consulates the cap.tal, and the wages of labor the income of a vast number of onr population;and
this Interval should be jealously protected. Onr
worklnjmtnare not asking unreasonableIndulgence; but as intelligent and manly citizens
they seek the same considerationwhich those
demand who have other interestsat stakj. They
should reodve their tall share of the care and
attention of thos* who make and executethe
laws, to the end that the wants and needs of the
employ* rs ami the employed shall alike be subserved, and the prosperity of the country, Ibe
cjmmon hiriUge of noth, tie advanced.
As related to this subject,while we would not
discouragethe emigration of those who come to
acknowledge allegiance to our Government and
add to our citizen population, yet, os a means of
pre taction to onr workingmen, a different rule
should prevail concerning those who, if they
oome or are brought to our land, do not intend
to become Americans, but will injuriously compete with those Justly entitled to our field of
labor.
In a letter accepting the nomination to the
office of Governor nearly two years ago, I made
the following statement,to which I have stead-

resulted in the cremation

of thirteen horses, the loss

„dnoM„honW

at

.

-
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Globe.

Republican

Congressional conventions

nominatedex-Lieut. Gov. Frank Campbell
in the Sixth Iowa District, R. G. Horr in
the Eighth Michigan. James A. Scranton in
Cornwall, ex- Secretary of fhe Dublin
the Twelfth Pennsylvania, and Alexander Postofflce,was acquitted of the scandalous
Petrie in the Eleventh Illinois. . .James G.
Blaine made a speech at the gathering in charges brought by the editor of United
Strong, Me., to celebrate the thirtieth anni- Ireland ..... A dispatch from Pekin says
versary of the formation of the Republican France has redneed the indemnitydemand
from China to 200,000,000 francs, and the
party.
The Anti-MonopolyState Convention of French Minister has been ordered to withdraw if payment is refused.
Illinois met at Bloomington Aug. 19, and
Two OF the smaller criminals connected

FOREIGN.

.

KLOUB-Kxtra ................
5.50 (03 6.50
Wheat-No. 2 Chicago ...........so <<« .88
No. 2 Red ...............89 (d) .91
Corn-No. 2 ......................
02 $ .c:t
OAWr-Wblta ...................... 30 C«I .40
Pork— New Mess ................17.75 018.25

CHICAGO.
IJEEVES-Choiccto Prime Steers. 0.75 @7.25
Good Snipping ......... 0.00 @ 0.50
Common to Fair ....... 4.0) @ 5.50
Hoos .............................0.25 @7.00
Flour— rancy White Winter Ex 4.so @6.00
Good to Choice Spring. 3.75 @ 4.25
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............77
.78
No. 2 Red Winter ....... si @ .82

@

was attended by forty- four delegates.

CORN-No.

2

.......................

Mo-

52
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@
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.55

of

Europe.

ment employment should depend upon
their ascertained fitpess and the value of
their work, and they should be neither expected
nor allowed to do questionableparty setvioe.
The interests of the people will be better protected ; the estimate of public labor and duty
will be immensely Improved; public eraploy,11 who demonstrate
d
ment will be open to all
their
fitness to enter it The unseemly scramble for
place nnder the Government,with the consequent tmportnn ty which embitters official Ufe,
will cease,and the public departmentswill not
it be
filled with those who conceive it to be their first
dnty tb aid the party to which they owe their
places, instead of renderingpatient and honest

............

return to the people.
I believe that the public temper Is snob that
the voters of the land are prepared to snpport
the party which gives the best promise of ad-

ministering the Government in the honest,
simple, and plain manner which is consistent
with Rs characterand purposes. They have
learned that mystery and concealment in the
management of their affairs cover tricks and
betrayal. The statesmanshipthey require consists in honesty and frugality, a prompt response to the needs of the people as they arise,
and the vigilant protectionof all their varied
intereste. If I should be caUed to the Chief
Magistracyof the nation by the aunrages of my
fellow-citizens I will assume the duties of that
high office with a solemn determinationto dedicate every effort to the country’* good, and with
a hnmble reliance npon the favor and snpport
of the Supreme Being, who, I believe*wid always bless honest human endeavor In the conscientious dischargeof
AWti

public

HENDRICKS.

Gentlemen: Ihave

_

duty tha^^now f«2oept tSPnomlwttion!Uand
shall abide the Judgment of my countrymen.
I hare examinedwith care the <

.

&
0
0

—

is the duty of those intrusted
with the management ot thefr affairs to see that
such public service is forthcoming.The selec«
tion and retention of sabordinitesin Govern-

„

*

.

command. It

the honor to acknowledge
the receiptof yonr communicationnotifying
me ot my nomination by the Democratic convention at Chicago as a can didst* for the office
of Vice President of the United States. May I
repeat what I said on that occasion, that "It la a
nomination which I had neither expected nor
desired, and yet 1 recognize and appreciate the high honor done me by the
convention.” The choice of snch a body,
pronounced with snch nnnsnal unanimity;and
accompanied with so generous an expressionof
esteem and confidence, ought to outweigh all
merely^personaldesires ami preferencesof my

and the

_

npon which that

drought in Northern and Central New En- per quarter. Such prices never before ocis extending South and West. The curred in this country. ____ Spain is taking
make of butter and cheese in Vermont and precantious against a new revolt bv Zorilla.
buildings being $50,000. Miss Laura Wilthe great cheese section of New York State Th
ae Portugueseanthorities have orrested ily adhered:.
son ran through the flames, unlocked her
‘The laboring classes constitute the main part
will be much curtailed ..... Mr. Patrick several prominent citizens of Lisbon for
father’s safe, and secured his most valuaof our population. They should be pro reeled in
Egan, the recently elected President of the utterances classed as disloyal
th. Ir enorts peaceablyto assert their rights when
ble papers.
Irish National League of America,has apWien the special train contiining eighty endangered by aggregatedcapital; and all statutes on this subject should recognize the care of
pointed the following as the Executive
Poles who were to take the place of the the Btate for honest toil, and be Iramed with a
WAftlll.WJTOX.
Committee of his organization:M. V.
strikingminers at Bochtel, Ohio, arrived at view of improving the condition of the workingman."
The Treasury Department has issued or- Gannon of Iowa, M. Boland of Colorado,
Timothy Moroney of Louisiana,Thomas that place a mob of strikers congregated and
A proper regard for tho welfare of' the workders to Collectorsof Customs that hereafter Flatley of Massachusetts, M. D. Holmes of
ingmen being Inseparablyconnected with the
assaultedthe leaders of the imported integrity of our institutions,
astitati
none of our citizens
when a vessel carrying rags arrives at any New Jersey, J. G. Donnellyof Milwaukee, party.
free fight followed, dar- are .more interestedthan they In guarding
port it shall be the duty of the importer to H. J. Carrollof Bhode Island.
ing which an interpreter for the i against any corrupting purposes which seek to
•
pervert the beneficent inuuenoes of our Governproduce positiveevidence that the cargo is
A MOR near Lincoln,Neb., took from Poles
“riOM&injnred
and-other, re!
reMtcUuloflh„
from a non-infectedport, and is free from
the officers and hanged to a tree a Mexican ceit ed braises. Ihe Governor ordered a artfal machinationsof those who allure them to
the germ of disease. The difficulty of probody of militia to the scene of the troubles,self-inflictedinjury.
charged with assaulting a girl. He had
during such evidence virtually prevents the
W. R. Penick, a wholesale druggist
In * free country the curtailment of the abintroduction of rags ____ John B. Dawson, been identifiedby bis victim and made a St. Joseph, Mo., with liabilitiesof #75,000, I *°h',«riKht.or the Indhridtul.hould only be
such as 1b essential to the peace and good order
a clerk in the Pension Bureau at Washing- full confession. Near Gatesville, Tex., has closed his store.
of the commnnity.The limit between the
ton, died last week. He weighed 438 the citizens took from the Sheriff and
propar subjects of governmental control and
those which can lie more fittinglyleft to the
pounds, ond his body had to be placed in a riddled with bullets an old man charged
with burning some wheat- stacks and a
“Doctor, I have got the
" began moral sense and self-imposedrestraint of the
grape arbor until a coffin could be made.
citizen should be carefully kept In view. Thus
Jacob A. Ela, Auditor of the Treasury thrasher. He was dragged from bed in his a friend to a physician. “There, stop laws unnecessarilyInterfering with the habits
shirt and allowed five minutes for prayer.
right there,” said the man of physic, and enstoms of any of onr people which
for the PostofficeDcjiartment,died at
are not offensive to the moral sentiments of tho
Sir John A. Macdonald, the Canadian adding: “You know I am rich and 1 can
civilizedworld, and which are consistent with
Washington, of erysipelas. He was fornow
afford
to
tell
you
that
there
is
1
good citizenship and the public welfare, are unmerly a member of Congress from New Premier, denounces the projecturged by the
nothing
the
matter
with
you;
nine
poo. Mtlon to . grMt fxtent
Hampshire.
English cattlemen of Wyoming for the shippie
OUt
Of
ten
imagine
four-tilths
Of
determines
its supremacy. Cheap and easy
The gold reserve in the Treasury has ment of the cattle from the territoriesto
their ills. Divert your mind and you 1 transportationshould thereforebe liberally
increased to $126,000,000 ____ Judge George England via Canada. Sir John says the
Wlu,ln 0,6
,lmlt* 01 should
the Con,amproject is franght with danger to the inter- wiU be all right’ -Boston
tlon, the General
Government
so ImC. Lyon, of the Federal Court of Missisprove and protect its natural waterways as will
ests of Canadian farmers and stock-raisers.
sippi, died at Washington last week.
enable the producersof the country to reach a
____ Congress is tq be asked to retain the
THE MARKET.
profitable market.
Greely relief boats for use as survey vesThe people pay the wages of the public emPOI.1TICAIm
NEW YORK.
ployes, and they are entitled to the fair and honsels ____ There were seventeen deaths from
Peeves ..........................fc.so © 7.50
est work which the money thus paid should
yellow fever at Havana last week.
Hoos .............................6.75 @ 0.50
Cynthiana, Ky.

-
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principles

nature. The laws enacted by the

GENERAL.

The

a

and

party appeals to the suffrages of the people
neeas no supplement nor explanation. It
should be remembered that the office of
President is essentiallyexecutive in ita
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a .24 .25
with the Dublin Castle sc.indals have been ltTE-No.2 ....... ................56 (d* .57
tions to nominate Butler electors-at-lnrge
Barley— No. 2 ................... .02 3$ .63
convicted. They are Fowler, a seedy En- liUTTEB— Choice Creamery ....... 20 @ .21
and a State ticket were voted down. S. F.
Fine Dairy .............15 & .17
Norton, the Chicago Greenbacker, and glishman, and Considine,a blind Irish Cheese— Full
Cream .............09 @ .10
schoolmaster.
Dr.
Fernandez,
of
the
three others withdrew. The convention
Skimmed Flat ..........og & .06
adjourned to meet with the Greenbackers ColdstreamGuards, was acquitted.
Ecms— Fresh ...................... 13 @ .14
“World’s Exposition Messenger, ” giving a Ang. 27.
New, per bn .......... 40 & .45
The Foo Chow arsenal was destroyed, Potatoes—
Pork— McssA ...........
20.50 @27.00
synopsis of the great Centennial Exposition
The Greenbackers of Michigan met in after three hours’ bombardment, by the Lard ..............................o7»4@ .07«
that opens at New Orleans on the first of
TOLEDO.
December. The publicationcontains much convention at Detroit, adopted a plan for French fleet. Seven Chinese gunboats Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... • .so ia .si
ifi<
valuable information,
and a large, correct fusion with the Democrats on the electoral were sunk. The French fleet sustained no COHN-NO. 2 ....................... 55 @ .57
OATT-No. 2 .....................
26 0 .27
map of the Crescent City. A copy can be ticketnnd nominatedJ. W. Begole for Gov-^
dAmage....Li Fong Pao, the Chinese AmMILWAUKEE.
obtained free bv addressing Thomas Doremor. A State convention composed of bass tdor to France, left Paris for Berlin Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 77 & .78
win, General Northern Passenger Agent,
Corn -No. 2 ....................... 55 @ .56
forty
Anti -Monopolists placed Wilde- soon after the announcementof the bomOath — No. 2 ......................
28
.29
121 Randolph street, Chicago.
mau Mills in the field for the guberna- bardment of Foi Chow. He had a brief Barley— No. 2 Spring ............58 @ .00
Reports from various points in Mis- torial chair, but he promptly declined. interview with M. Fenv. It is thought in Pork— Mexs ......................17.00 @17.50
souri indicatethe oats crop will be slightly
Michigan Democrats,
con- London that the war will not continue very Lard .............................7.25 0 7.75
ST. LOUIS.
•hove the average; wheat will yield about vention at Grand Rapids, acceptedthe long, and that China will soon submit. . Wheat-No. 2 ..................... 82 & .82!*
4 ------- terms of the Greenbackers.Under the terms
Iron-clads are to be sent to re-enforce the Corn— Mixed ...................... 50 & .52
twenty bushels to the acre: corn is
26 @ .27
of the fusion, the Greenbackers are al- Russian fleet in Chinese waters ____ The OaT 4— No. 2 ......................
excellent condition,and prom- lowed to nominate the Governor, Attor- bitternessagainst the Jews in the provinces RTK .......... ..................... 50 0 .51
ises
large yield; potatoes are ney General, Superintendentof Schools, is increasing in Russia; There has ‘been PORK-Mess......................19.00 @19.50
small,
hay crop light Commissioner of the State Land Office, an outbreak at Kutais, growing out of the Wheat-No. 2 RedCINCINNATI.
................ to & .81!*
The fruit crop is not up to the average . . and seven of the thirteen electors.... report of a Christian child ha
55 -a) .56
having been Coin .............................
The Breeders’ Gazette asserts positively The Iowa Republican Convention,which stolen. The mob assaultedthe Jewish OAW-Mixea ...................... 26 @ .27
that contagious pleuro-pneumonia has met at Des Moines, nominated J. H. Roth- quarters,and only desisted from a threat- Pork— Mess ......................18.50 019.00
Lard ..............................OTfcO .08
rock for Justice of the Supreme Court, ened massacre after the child was found.
.
DETROIT.
Gen. Baker for Attorney General, J. L. Reports from the cholera-infectedre- Flour ............................5.50 0 6.00
.851*
Lucas for Anditor, Frank D. Jackson for gions of the south of France indicate a de- Wheat-No 1 White .............. 84
.55
Ive. The disease has spread from Secretary of State, and V. P. Twombly for crease in the number of victims. The dis- Corn -Mixed...., ............... 54
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b County, and has made its appearance
Treasurer
The New Jersey Democratic ease seems tojbe spreadingin Italy ____ POBK-New Mess .................18.50 019.00
: Geneva, Elmhurst,and Sterling .....
INDIANAPOLIS.
State Convention to select an electoral At Toulon the cholera is on the increase,
Lumberman’sAssoci- ticket was presided over by Gen. which is attributedto the hasty return of Wheat— No. 2 Red, New ..........77
CORK-Mjxed
..................... 52
$500,000, (MX) capital, McClellan, who protested against centhe inhabitants. In Italy also the disease is
icago, and after a long tralization
power and the col- increasing...,The Nov^tti,n St. PetersEAST LIBERTY.
I not be wise to
lection of superabundant revenues..,, burg paper, referring to Germany’s snubt?,
. before
1 ..... Agent
The Democrats of Texas renominated John bing of England, says the. humiliationot
Bureau that Ireland for Governor, and selected State England would disturbthe balance of power
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of the responsibility which, in ita acceptance, I
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your communlme ot my
at of the
.
United flutes l
moors tie ConwraniKifl
I accept
the nomination with a gratefulappreciation
of
the supreme honor oonferredandasoienra sense
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At the request of his relatives, the remains of Private William Whistler were exhumed at Delphi, Ind., iu the presence of

.

.

Their Letters Accepting the Nomlnntiom
for President pnd Vice President.

of

.

.

CXETELAXD AND HENDRICKS.

who have returned from the uchool at Cor- both by acclamation:. . .The Connecticut
lisle,Penn., not wishing their people to be RepublicanState Convention at New Haven
educated.
nominated Henry B. Harrison, of that city,
The City Marshal of Sharpsburg, Ky.,
A Stbeatob (HI.) Sunday-schoolpicnic for Governor.
killed Dr. Daniel Henry for resisting arBoston dispatch Mrs. Parnell has rest A Deputy Sheriff it Hot Springs,
excursion of thirteen coaches,carrying
1,000 people, was run into by a C., C. and been holding n conferenceat Boston with was compelled to shoot a horse-thief whom
I. freight at the crossing at Kankakee^ leaders of the Irish National League and,' he was conveying to the State Penitentiary,
James renn was killed, ana Father O’Kelly, several Catholic Bishops. She explains and the Coroner s jury indorsed the act
iville policeman fatally wounded a
of 8t Michael’sChurch of Streator, was that she has expressedno preference as to
probably fatally wounded. Many others Presidentialcandidates, but sought to se- notorious footpad named John Lynch,
were seriouslyhurt....A fire at 8wayzeo, cure a pledge from one or the other party who was caught iu the act of robbing a
Ind., destroyed the principal stores in the for the introduction free of duty of many citizen.
village.
articles produced in Ireland which do not
The schedules in the assignment of
Denman Thomson, in his unrivalled compete with American labor. n
Hatch A Foote, the New York brokers, who
Ignatius Donnelly has been nominated recently failed, Iwve been made public.
characterof Joshua Whitcomb, the .goodnatured, good-hearted New England farmer, for Congress from the Third Minnesota They show the liabilitiesto be $4,497,000,
is making his regular annual tour of the District by the Democrats, the People’s of which $3,548,900are secured. The
West, and occupies the boards of McVick- party, and the Farmers’ Convention.;..-actual assets are $298,871, about oneer’s Theater, in Chicago, this week. For Frank Hurd was renominatedfor Congress fourth
the nominal assets.'.,.
eight successive seasons, Hr. Thompson by the Democrats of the Tenth Ohio Dis- The Sinking Fnnd Commissioners of Essex
has appeared before the public in this ster- trict
County, New Jersey, are shown to be short
ling play, and yet so great is its nopularity
The Kansas Democrats met in State $600,000 in their accounts, and proceedthere is ns great a rush to witness it as there
convention at Topeka on the 21st of August. ings to recover the amount will bo at once
was the first year of its advent.
commenced ..... There have been heavy
A convention of RepublicanAnti-Prohibi- frosts in New Hampshire, Vermont, and
It is thought that the value of the agritionists assembled at the same time and Connecticut, and crops are damaged in
cultural products of California this year
place. The result was a complete fusion of many places.
will be $81,000,000.About $56,000,000 the two forces and the nomination of
At a temperancecamp meeting in a grove
worth of the product will be exported .... George W. Glick for re-electionas Governear
Cuba. N. Y., St. John amP Daniel reThomas Murphy, a mechanicliving at Jack- nor. C. K. Halliday, a Republican, was
son, Mich., who is in bad health,became named for Lientenant Governor. The re- ceived formal notice of their nomination
excited the other night, and, thinking there mainder of the ticket is as follows:
for Presidentand Vice President by the
were burglarsin the house, attacked his Secretary of State, Eugene Hagan; Auditor, Prohibitionists____ David Preston, a wellwife with a pair of shears and stabbed her Hugh V. Gavignn; Treasurer, W. A. Hutknown Detroit banker, in a public letter
five times. She bled to death in ten min- man; Superintendentof Public Instrucsays he will accept the nomination of the
utes. . .Pollock, Wilson A Sons’ establish- tion. M. J. Keys: Attorney General, G. P.
Michigan Prohibitionists
for Governor if
ibi
ment at Sixth and Carr streets, Cincinnati, Smith; Chief Justice,W. P. Campbell;As- tendered
for the manufacture of saddlery hardware sociateJustice,T. A. Hurd. The platforms
China has formally declared war on
and chains, was destroyedby fire. Loss, of both conventions indorse the ndmiuistra$50,000,
France.
Gen. Millot, the commander of
tion of Gov. Glick. and come out squarely
against
prohibition
and
in
favor
of
a
resubthe
French
forces in Tonqnin, says he is
The Webster County Bank of Marshmission of the prohibitory amendment
fully
able
to
resent Chinese agression. The
field, Mo., has suspended,with liabilites of
Capt.
E. P. Allen has been nominated bombardmentof the Foo Chow forts was
$40,000 and assets estimated at $15,000 to
for Congress by the Republicans of the Sec- continued on the 25th of August The
$25,000 ..... The saw-mills of Little A Peck
French were temporarily repulsed in their
and G. W. Peck A Son, at Duluth, were ond Michigan District ____ Charles Stuart,
attack on the forts at the mouth of the
burned, involving a loss of $100,000.
of Houston,has been renominatedfor Con- river.
gress by the Democrats of the First District
Dr. Salmon, Chief of the National Aniof Texas.
mal
Industry Bureau, is of opinion that
The Missouri Greenbackersmet in State
The Governor of Kentucky has pardoned
pleuro-pneumonia
can be checked in IlliConventionat Kansas City, adopted a plata horse thief and a homicide for timely asnois if quarantine regulations are promptly
form ond nominated ex- Congressman
sistancerendered the officersof the State
applied, and if the animals are killed when
Nicholas Ford for Governor. A resolution
prison during the recent outbreak.
the disease first attacks them....
was adopted declaring it to be for the best
There was a reunion of the Fifth Geor- interests of the party not to make other During a storm off the Newfoundland const
fifteen fishing smacks were lost at Outer
gin Regiment of the Confederate serviceat nominations for State offices, leaving the
Cove, the schooners Petrel and Elizabeth
matter
to
the
Central
Committee.
The
acMacon. Mr. J. C. Young, of the Fiftywere sunk in White Bay, and a fishing
tion
of
the
convention
is understoodto
sixth New York Regiment,which captured
mean fusion with the Republicans/leaving
the regimental flag of the Confederates, rewith the latter party the nomination
stored it, amid the tears and plauditsof the
vanquished _________
____ The Government
___________ _____
launch of the’remainderof the Stite ticket.
shot his first assistant.Miss Ford, in the
Daphne exploded her boiler at Memphis.
school-room, inflicting a fatal wound. NorPaymaster N. Gooden was blown overboard
ris then shot himself dead.
and drowned,and the engineer, pilot, and
Baron Amfthill, better known as
The Governor of Utah his written to the
two others were seriouslyscalded
Lord Odo Russell, British Minister to
Gen. Leroy Pope Walker, first Sec- Governor of Tennessee,expressing thanks
Berlin, is dead. He bad been one of the
for
his
attempt
to
vindicate
the
law
iu
the
retary of War in Jefferson Davis’ Confedmost conspicuous of English diplomats for
murder
of
Mormon
missionaries,
and
erate Cabinet, and who gave the order fur
hoping that the assassins may be brought twenty years. .He was born at Florence
firing on Fort Sumter, died at his home in
to judgment ____ Rradutrcet reports 208 Feb. 20, 1$29. His father was Minister to
Huntsville, Ala., after a brief illness. Gen.
Walker was President of the Alabama failures in the United States the post week, Berlin at one time, and was a disagainst 264 for the preceding week.
tinguished officer of the British army.
.
Constitutional Convention of 1875, which
The Mark Lane Express iu its weekly reBeports
from
the
British
provinces
inframed the present constitution of the
view of the British grain trade says: “Rates
State.
dicate that the hny crop just harvested will
for wheat declining. The finest wheat comA fire in the stable of W. H. Wilson, at be 30 per cent less than lost year. The mands from 34s to 36s. and white wheat 38s
.

i; ..... ••

b

M
or the sea only two tery small fish were
taken during the entire two years, and few
are found north of Cape Sabine. The
vegetation at Lady Franklin Bay is about
Greely Relates His Sad Story, in Which the same ns at Cape Sabine, and comprises
mosses, lichens,willows, and saxifrage.
He Sets Forth the Object of
The highest velocityof wind was regisHis Expedition,
tered during a terrific snowstorm, seventy
miles ah hour. Lockwood.s trips to the
north in 1882 and 1883 were prodnotive of
And Tells of the Happy Days Spent at most valuableresults.Standing on May
19th in each year, where Dr. Hayes had forPort Conger, and of Fearful
merly stood, at about the same time of day,
Suffering.
Lockwood, from an elevationof 2,000 feet,
using his strongest glass on Hall’s Basin
For tho purpose of obtaining some idea and Robeson’s Channels, could discern
of the general nature and probable value nothing but ice-packs.Here it was that
of the scientificobservationsmade by Dr. Hayes claimed to have seen his open
Greely at Lady Franklin Bay the returned polar sea on the trip of 1852. Lockwood
explorerwas interviewedat Portsmouth, reached the highest latitude ever attained
N. H. Greely first stated the object of the 83' deg. 25 min. north. This was about 500
Lady Franklin Bay expedition, viz.: To miles directly north of Lady Franklin Bay,
establish a polar station, one of the thirteen but to get there he traveled over a thousuggested by Lieut. Weyprecht,of Austria, sand miles of open water and browho discovered Franz Josef Land. Simul- ken packs, frequently causing him to
taneous observations of all physical phe- retrace his steps fifty miles. Locknomena were to be taken. The complete wood sounded the sea both years between
proummme which was to be followed was Cape Bryant and Cape Britannia, but
arranged by an international polar con- could not toucIPbottomwith a hundredgress, in which representativesof thirteen and-thirty-five-fathom line. Markham, a
nations took part. The observations, in few years before, about 100 miles west, got
which the greatest possible accuracy was bottom qt seventy-twofathoms. Lockwood
to be had, were those of the declinationnn<P found at his farthest north about the same
deviation of the magnetic needle, the tem- vegetationas at Lady Franklin Bay, tiut no
perature of air and sea, the height signs of p polar current or open polar sea.
of the barometer, and the mean and In 1883 he was stopped near Cape Bryant,
maximum rise and fall of tides. All ex- 125 miles from Lady Franklin Bay, by an
planations were incidental to the main ob- open channel extending west to the coast
jects. The expedition was fitted out under of Griunell Land. The width of this

UNDER THE POLAR STAR.
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m eminentlyhonest,
^
and Impartial
Beaolved, That to the six members of Congress elected by ns two years ago we tender
—Hastings and Freeport will be connected
hearty thanks for the ability and fidelitymanifested by them in their represenUtion of the by telephone.
Interestsof their constituentsand of this
—Little fish ore pumped ont of a flowing
ministration of Gov. Begole

POLITICAL

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

fair,

Iowa Republicans and Michigan
Democrats and Greenbackers in Convention.

_

SUte. ,

well in Salt River.

Michigan Greenback era.
Richard F. TrevoUlck, the well-knownlabor

Party ConrentioiisIn Other States—
The Platforms and the

—The

agitator, was chosen to presideover the Michi-

Nominees.
Iowa Republican*.
The Republican State 0 .invention of Iowa
met In the Grand Opera House, at Dee Moines,
and was called to order by Senator Donnan,

patients

gan Greenback State Convention, which convened at Detroit. After a heated discussion,a
resolutionin favor of fusion was adopted.
The platform adopted reaffirms the national platform, and oommende Butler as worthy
support at the
polls. It objects to the consignmentof dead
paupers to “the pickling vat at Ann Arbor," and
heartily oommends the administrationof Gov.
Begole. After the adoption of the platform,
Gov. Begole was renominated by acclamation.
The following nominations were also made,
which complete the State ticket: Attornov
General, Francis M. Cook; Commissioner of
State Land Office. J. H. Dennis; Superintendent
of Public Instruction, David Parsons.
A new Stati Committeewas chosen, w. D.
Fuller, of Newaygo, being re-elected Chairman.

of

Chairman of the State Committee, who an*
nouncod J. C. Dolllver, of Fort Dodge, as temporary Chairman of the convention, and J. Fred
Myers as temporary Secretary.
The usual committees were chosen, when the
conventionadjourned till afternoon.
The State Central Committee was announced as
follows: First District, C. McJunkin; Second
District,W. P. Wolf: Third District,E. C. Perkins; Fourth District,E. B. Fonda; Fifth District, CharlesWlers: Sixth District,W. H. NeedTexas Democrats.
ham; Seventh District, C. C. Uood&le: Eighth
The Democratic State Convontlan of Texas
District,C. H. Stryker;Ninth District, E. C.
Consigny ; Tenth District,John Scott; Eleventh convened at Houston, and organized by the
Dls rict, H. C. Curtis.
election of William Upton, of Taplette County,
On reassembling,Hon. 8. M. Clark, editor of
as permanent Chairman. The report of tho
the Keokuk Gate Oily, was elected permanent
Chairman.
A committee of three was appointed to invite
Gen. W. T. Sherman, who was In the city, to
honor the conventionwith his presence.
The Committeeon Credentialsreportedfull
delegationspresent from every county. The
report of tho committee was adopted.
The Committeeon Permanent Organization
repotted for PresidentS. M. Clark, of Lee; for
Secretary, J. Fred Meyers, of Craw: or d; for AssistantSecretaries. Frank Davey, of Emmet,
and E. D. Chass ly, of Mitchell;for lhadini
Clerk. E. D. Hutchins,of Polk. A full list o
Vice Presidents from each district was also

—Menominee mills
feet of

will cut 200,000,000

lumber this season.

—Col. L. M. Rose, a prominent citizen
of Logansport,Ind., died of paralysisat
Flint

—A

Kalamazoo man has 100

acres planted

with potatoes, and expects a crop

of 12,000

bushels.

—Henry

C. Lewis, a

prominent merchant

and public man of Coldwater, is

dead. He

was in his 65th year.

—The

caving of

Battle Creek

a waterworks

ditch at

buried three men, who, when

rescued, were found to have

been

fatally

hurt.

Committee on Platform was unanimously
adopted. The platform Indorses the National
Democratic platform;declares in faVor of common free schools for Iwth white and black children ; opposes the enactmentof a herd law;
recommendsthat the Legislatureof the State
should limit the amount of real estate owned or
held by corporations; declares that school lands
are a sacred trust In the custody of the Legislature, and advocates the leasing of such lands until actual settlers desire to purchase the same.
Several motions to adjourn were votod down.
The only name presented for nomination for
Governor was that of Ireland. The rules were
8UHi>ended, and John Ireland was nomlnat d for
Governor by acclamation,amid great enthusiasm. Stale SenatorBarnett Glbbe, of Dallas,
was nominated for LieutenantGovernor by acclamation. The following additionalnominations were made: For State Comptroller,W. J.
Swain, of Red River County; Treasurer, F. R.
Lubbeck, of Galveston: Commissionerof the
Land Office, W. C. Walch, of Travis County;
Attorney General,John D. Templeton, of Fort
Worth.

Battle Creek Sanitariumbos 180

and guests.

—Otsego is

handsome place, and the
and
keeping with its present peace and
a

good people are bound to maintain law
order in
beauty.

— Ypsilantians are trying to decide whether the opera

house shall be turned into a

rink or not. It has been a losing investment

the authority of Congress; it was composed channel varied from 200 yards to
since its erection.
the north the
of three officers of the army, one acting five miles, but
ice-packs
extended
ris
far
as
could
surgeon, and nineteenenlisted men from
—The “Blue Lodge” of Freemasons of
named.
the army. Stores for twenty-seven months be seen with a glass. With his supply of
Mr. Clark, on taking tho chair, made a brief
Battle Creek, assistedby the Knights
were put on the Proteus, which left St. provisions,the failure of which had caused but rousing speech, which was frequentlyinTemplars,are planning for tho eraotion of
John July 7, 1881, with the party. She his return the year before, Lockwood was terruptedby applause.
The couventionthen proceededto place cana handsome Masonic temple.
touched at Disco Island and Upernavik to confidenthe could Save reached 85 deg. didates in nomination,tho speechesbeing limprocure sledges, dogs, skins, and dog food. north if this open channel had not barred ited to three miuutes each.
— Owobho has donated $2,500 for another
Shortly after a o'clock Gon. Sherman entered,
Two Esquimaux were added to the party at his way. No fossil remains were discovwhen
the whole convention rose to Its f
large
manufacturingestablishment that will
ered
on
the
trip,
and
the
only
ones
found
Proven. A landing was nr.de at Carey
waving handkerchiefsand hats. The applai
Island and the provisions cached by Nares were the trunks of trees on the southwest was long continued.
employ upward of 100 men. The company
Frank D. Jackson, of Butler County, was
in 1875 in the Alert were found in good coast of Grinnell land. Tho only sea aniwill erect their buildings at once.
Connecticut Republicans.
condition. At LittletonIsland Greely per- mals seen by Lockwood at 83 deg. 25 min. nominatedfor Secretary of State on the third
Tho
Republican
State Convention of Connectiballot,
receiving
463
votes,
against
440
for
W.
W.
—The aggregate wealth of the owners of
sonally recovered tho English arctic mail were walrus and seals, and, strougo to say,
Russell.
cut, which assembled at New Haven, chose
left by Sir Allan Young in the Pandora in tho walrus is not to be found at Lady
tho Charlevoix and Chicago resorts,at
V. P. Twombly, of Van Huron County, was
nominatedby acclamationfor State Treasurer. J. A Tibbets, Collector of New London, for pre- Charlevoix,is computed at $4,500,000.
1876. At Carl Ritter Bay, in Kennedy Chan- Franklin Bay. At 83 deg. 25 min. the deJ. L. Drown, of Lucas County, was nominated siding officer. The followingState ticket was
nel, a cache of provisions for use on tho flectionof the magnetic needle was 104
nominated: Governor, Henry B. Harrison; There are two hundred families there at
for Auditor of State by acclamation.
retreatwas made. It was the original inten- deg. west, more than one-fourth of a circle.
The first ballot for AttorneyGeneralresulted : Lieutenant Governor,Loren A Cook; Secretary
As far as Lockwood went the northwest- P. M. Sutton, of Marshall County, :189; Smith of State, Maj. Charles Russell: Comptroller.L. present.
tion to establish the polar station at Water
Course Bay, but heavy masses of ice ren- ern trepd of the Greenlandconst continued. McPherson, of Montgomery, 107: Gon. A. J. Ba- J. Munson ; Tre surer, V. D. Chamberlain.Thft
—An excursion train on the Michigan
platformwas adopted:
dered Water Course Bay exceedingly dan- The maps of the new regions he discovered ker. of Appanoose,217 ; G. a Robinson,of Buena following
The RepublicansoL Connecticut,in conven- and Ohio Railroad was thrown from tho
Vista, 150. Baker was nominated on the fourth
are
in
the
possession
of
Lieut.
Greely,
and
gerous anchorage.
tion assembled,declare that they heartily ratify
ballot.
Moviug’to Discovery Harbor, the station are very carefully made. All through two
Judge J. H. Rothrock, of Linn, was nomi- the nominations of James G. Blaine and John track near Marshall. The engineer and tho#
was there established on the site occupied years at Lady Franklin Bay the magnetic nated on the first ballot as his own successor A Logan; that they Indorse the declaration of conductor were seriouslyinjured. The
containedin the platform of the Reby the English expedition of 1875. The needle was never quiet, except during for Jnstlce of the Supreme Court, receiving 570 principles
votes to 318% for C. C. Nonrso,of Polk, and 30% publican party, adopted at Its recent conven- passengers escaped os if by a miracle.
erection of a house at once commenced, storms. In February, 1883, preparations for J. H. McKean, of Jones.
tion at Chicago, and In the lettersof acceptance
and stores and equipmentslauded. On tho for the retreat were made by establishinga
—August Conrad, aged 22, of the firm of
For Presidential electors-at-largo CoL W. F. of Its candidates;and they are especially grat28th of August came the parting between depot at Cape Baird, twelve miles to the Tapp, of Pottawattamie,and John Van Valkcn- ified with the sound doctrine upon tariff therein C. F. Conrad & Son, grocers, was found
burg, of Lee, were elected, and tho following set forth, and the spirit of genuine patriotism
the Greely party and the men of the Pro- south. Day after day anxious men looked
that will hold this country in its deserved posi- dead at Adrian with a pistol-shot through
from the districts:
tens. The little band gathered on a frozen off over Lady Franklin Bay, expectingthe
First District -D. J. Palmer, of Washington tion among the nations of the world, and proshore and watched the Proteus as she ice to open so that they might pommence County. Second— W. A Foster, of Scott. Third— tect Its citizens at homo and abroad,and they his head. No cause for suicide is known,
steamed slowly down Lady FranklinBay. their journey toward hrtme. At hist, Aug. Daniel Kerr, of Grundy. Fourth— John Mc- presentto the electors of Connecticut,in the and the probability is that the affair was
Hugh, of Howard. Fifth— O. H. Mills, of Tama. jicrsons of Henry B. Harrisonand hla associates
In the evening of the same day the tem- 19, 1883, the welcome news that the ice was
Sixth— H. J. Vail, of Mahaska. Bevonth-John upon the State and electoral tickets,candidates accidental.
perature sank below the freezing point, and open was brought. All had been made A. Story, of Adair. Eighth— W. H. Todford,of worthy of their cordial support.
—The total output of refined copper from
the arctic icy winter was on them in earn- ready, and that very day the party Wayne. Ninth— J. D. Holmes, of Audubon.
MissouriProhibitionists.
est. Their house was finished about a embarked in the little steam launch, Tenth— J. B. Kelso, of Hardin. Eleventh— D.
the Lake Superior mines since their openC. Early, of Sac.
The Missouri State ProhibitionAlliance met
week after the Proteus left. It was named, Behind them they left their dogs, “The
Committee on Resolutionsreported the
ing would load a solid train of cars over
at Sedalla, with Rev. Dr. J. A Brookes, Presiin honor of Senator Conger. Fort Conger, as they could not be taken. Four following, which was unanimously adopted:
The Republicansof Iowa hereby reaffirm the dent, in the chair. A conference oommitteo was eighty miles long, while tho total salt prodDuring the first month the cold affected the barrels of pork and some sea oil were left
men more than at any subsequent time for the animals. Lady Franklin Bay was
appointed to confer with a like committee of the uct of the Saginaw Valley would require
State National ProhibitionConvention also in a solid train fully 1,100 miles long.
at Fort Conger. Later on, in December,the crossed to Capo Baird, a distance of thirid B-dallft. Tho committee reported a
tempemtnrcsank to from 50 to 65 degrees teen miles, and then the western const of party of Iowa reaffirm the platform adopted at ses-lon
resolutionthat the alliance proceed to nomi—The soldiersand sailors of St Joseph
below zero, and so remained days at a time. Grinnell Land was followed south ns far as the State conventionof ltt#3; declaring further- nate candidates for Governor and Lieutenant
But even in that weather the cook’s favoriteCape Hawkes. Large quantitiesof heavy moie thtlr respect for the law and their de- Governor, and adopt a platform.
County to the number of fifty or more met
mand for allegiance to the law. and that they
amusement was dancing, bare-headed, ice were met, and there pvas extreme dan- also heartily support the declarationsas set After a spirited debate the motion carried, at Wasepi and orgonized a county associaand the conventionproceededto nominate Rev.
bare -armed, and with slippered feet, on ger every moment that the little launch forth in the letters ot acceptanceof James G.
Dr. John A Brookes for Governor and Henry tion to be known by the name of the VetBlaine,
the
nominee
for
President,
and
John
A.
top of a snow-drift.During tho day the would be crushed. Several times all the
Eshbaugb for Lieutenant Governor. The ProLogan, the nominee for Vico President.
eran Society of St. Joseph County. N. G.
men dressed in ordinary outside clothing,boats were neariy lost. The suffering o
hibition conventionratifiedthe nominations.
The
nominee
is
a
ITosbyterinn
minister
of
St
Cooper, of Sturgis, was chosen as their
but their flannels were very heavy. Five the men was great. They were now within
Michlguii Democrats.
Louis. During tho war ho was esteemed a
men were generally,for a part of the day, fifty miles of Cape Sabine. Strikingfrom
The Michigan Democratic State Convention, Southern sympathizer,and refused to take tho President, and A. A. Wilbur, of Sturgis, as
engaged in scientific work under Greelv's Cape Hawkes for Bates s Island, the party at Grand Rapids, was presided over by E. F* iron-clad oath in the Drake Constitution. For cun-0*nrt. „iun nno Vina Presidentfrom
direction, and in the duties of a camp, was caught in an ice-pack and frozen in, Uhl. Short work was made with tho nomina- this he was ostraclaod from preaching, but man- j Secretary , also one vice ± result ni irom
The remainder were employed generally ten miles south of Cape Hawkes. In thirteen tions when a division was onco agreed upon. aged to evade the law by lecturing. He is one ; each township. The society is to be
about one hour a day, and devoted the rest days they drifted south twenty-five miles The conventionindorsed six of the Greenback most eloquentpulpit orator in the
, strictly non-partisan, and its object is to
of the time to amusement. All slept in on floes, suffering hombly from cold. So electors,nominated seven of Its own, and tho
bind together the veterans of the county
bunks in the quarters,which were heated they driftedto within eleven miles of Cane following officers on the State ticket,these beNew Jersey Deinmrats.
ing the ones assigned to it by the Joint conferby a large coal-stove, the average heat Sabine, and were obliged to abandon the ence committee : LieutenantGovernor.Matthew The New Jersey Democracy assembled in con- and to nid those of thoir order or families
maintained being 50 degrees above zero, steam-launchon Sept. 10.
Maynard; Secretary of State, William H. Shake- vention at Trenton, and selectedGen. George who may be in distress.
Checkers, cards, chess, and reading
The pack now remained motionlessfor speare;Treasurer, James Blair; Auditor Gen- B. McClellanos Chairman. A Presidential elect—Col. Ebeuezer Sproat Sibley died at
the amusements of the evening. The life, three days, and several times the party got eral, Col. Georg; P. Sanford; for State Board of oral ticket was nominated, and tho following
Education, the Rev. Christian Vahderveer;
Detroit,aged nearly 80 years. He was the
Greely said, was far from a lonely one. within two or three miles of Cape Sabine, electors-at-large, Wm. B. Moran, Detroit, and platform adopted
He solved, That the Democratic party, In conlast survivor of the siege of Detroit by the
Many-’pf the men paid they had never
bo driftedbuck by southwest goto, J. W. Flanders,St. Joseph. District electors,
assembled,affirm their devotionto the
passed two happier years than those spent Five seals were killed and eaten while the E. Millard,Lenawoc; William D. Thompson, vention
British iu 1812. He was bom at Marietta,
principles
of
the
party
as
enunciated
in
tho
Jackson; Maj. A. F. Kelsey, Ionia; John R.
at Fort
party were drifting about. Eventuallya
Savidge, Antrim: H. O. Rose. Emmet. All platform adopted by the State conventionon Ohio, June 6, 1805. Col. Sibley served in
On Ihe loth of October, the sun left heavy northwest gale drove then by Cape these electors are to l>c voted on Jointly. Tho the 14th of May, by the national convention at
them 135 days, and a twilight varying from Sabine within a mile of Brevoort island, six national electors selected for that purpose Chlcagoln Jnlv, and declared by the letterof the Florida war, the Black Hawk war, the
of Grover Cleveland.
patriot war— so . called— and in the hte
half an hour to twentv-fourhours sue- but they could not land. On Sept. 22 there will lie voted for separately by each party, ac- acceptance
lieiiolved. That in Grover Cleveland and
cording to the Butler plan, so that the electoral
ceeded. For two months it was so dim arose the most terrific gale they had yet vote may be thrown for Presidential candidates Thomas A, Hendricks we recognize representa- ciril war. In 1832 he had command of ft
that the dial of a watch could not be read seen on the Arctic ocean. Their ice-floe in accordance with the popular vote of each tive Democrats, pledged to honest government
and administrativerefoira, and we pledge to detachmentof troops sent from Buffalo to
by it. On April 11 the sun came above tho was driven hither and thither by the tem- party. The following platformwas adopted
Fort Dearborn, now Chicago, by water,
We,
the Democratic partv of Michigan,In con- them the united support of the Democracyof
horizon and remainedthere 135 days, giv- pest an/1 the waves washed over them again
vention assembled,view with alarm the results Now Jersey.
and on the way many of his men died of
ing the party a great sufficiencyof the and again, the spray freezing to them and of nearly twenty-five years of Republican i)oliMichigan Anti-Monopolist*.
midnight sun. During three months the causing them intense suffering. The night cyand misrule,as shown by an Increaseof
cholera and were thrown overboard. He
At a State convention of the Anti-Monopoly
stars were visible constantly,the constella- came on. one of iuky blackness; the wind pauperism in our own State, tho number of perconstructed a military road from Detroit to
sons supported in tho county poor-houses of
tion of Orion’s belt and Great Bear being threw heavy floes together,and crash after
party of Michigan, held at Detroit, Wlldeman
this State having increasedfrom 3,150 in 1871
Chicago, and served on Gen. Taylor’sstaff
the brightest. The north star looked down brash of the ice breaking from their own to 6,547 in liw», and the number of per- Mills, of Sanilac, was nominatedfor Governor,
from almost
Aoe warned the men that death was near to sons temporarilyrelieved, not in poor- and the State Central Committee was anthorized in the Mexican war.
The thermometerregistered on June 30 them. No one knew at w-hat moment the houses, having increased from 14,000 in to fill tbe eleotoralticket with five Anti-Monop1871 to 33,200 in i860; the Increase In populaton
Health In Michigan.
the highest temperature at Lady Franklin floe might break ui) and me water engulf being 38 per cent, and the increaseof pauper- olist and eight Butler electors from the Greenback ticket. The convention also nominated Reportsto the State Board of Health, Lansing,
Bay which they knew during their stay. ’It them. * The first faint light of dawn showed ism 130 per cent. ; by the fact tlcat, although the George P. Sanford, of Lansing, for Auditor
was 52 degrees above zero. The lowest was that very little remained of the floe on value of the annual prodnetof manufactures in General, and Frank W. Cook, of Muskegon, for by observers of diseases in different parts of the
in February, 1883-66 below zero. In this which they were; the sea washed another the United States had increasedbetween 1870 Attorney General. Tho last two nominations State show tho principal diseases which censed
and 1880 over 1228,000,000,yet the value of the
February the mercury froze and remained close to them. Close it came, and at last, annual product ot agriculture between 1870 and were agreed upon by the Joint Greenback and most sickness in Michigan during the week
Anti-MonojjVUstconference.
solid for fifteen days. The mercury in the at the word, the men succeeded in getting 1880 had increased only $224,000,000,
ending Aug. 16, 1884, as follows. Number of oband this although
the
volume
ot
the
principal
products
had
thermometerinvariablyrose during storms upon it.
servers hetrd from, 49:
THE CROPS#
or high winds. The highest barometer was | The storm slowly subsided,and they increased over W) per cent. ; and. although while
the capital Invested in manufactures had Increased $6, 727, 000, 000, the capitalInvested in farm August Reports from Illinois,Indiana,
ing had Increased $907,000,000;and, while the in
’ and Wisconsin.
crease in the number of manufacturing estabDlseases in Order of Greatest
were in winter. The electrometer,
, . .
lishmentswas but 1,692, the Increase in the num[Washington
special.]
Area of Prevalence.
fltrumentused to ascertainthe presence of and Cape Sabine. In a few days they reber of farms was 1,349,o*K),and the increase in
The
report
of
the
Commissioner
of
electricity, was set up. but not the slightest turned, and their reports sent a thrill of
acreage was over 128,000,000;while the number
results were
were obtain*
obtained. The displays of the horror to every heart. At Cape Isabellaand of employes in manufacture had Increased 9ut Agricnltnre for August on the condition of
results
aurora were very good, but not compared Cape
were found only 1,800 rations, 678,579,the increased numl>er of farmers and ihe growing crops has just been issued,
ipa Sabine
1
1 Diarrhea ..........
__ _____
________________
d from Garlington’s
Garlington’s records
records tb
they learned employes was over 1,648.000;by the decrease and gives the following summaries of the
2;intermittent fever
with those
seen
at Disco Island or Uper- 1 ana
in «tde annual earnings of the wage3 Rheumatism ......
navik. As far as Greely could observe no I the fate of the Porteus. Every one knew worker from $376,50 in 1870, to (347 in reports of the agents for Illinois, Indiana,
4 Consumptlou of lunsa...
crackling sounds accompaniedthe displays,death must come to nearly all of the party 1880, and the prevailing discontent and and Wisconsin,
Neuralgia .................
unrest
of
the
industrial
olassee;
by
the
alarmIndiana
wheat
is
turning
out
much
better
and their shape was that of a ribbon. The long before the ship of rescue could force
6 Choleramorbus. ..........
ing decrease in the percentage in onr schools:
7 Bronchitis ...... .........
southwesterly horizon was the quarter in its way into MelvUle Bay. Efforts were by the fact that while deposits in national and in quality and quantity than was expected.
which the brightest displays were seen, made to sustain the spirits or the men by State banks in the United States increased be- The yield of 1882 will be equaled, if not 8 Remittent fever ..........
9 Dysentery................
Nares reportedin1876 that no shadow was lectures and light reading. Oct 15 the tween 1876 and 1882 from 57 to 60 per cent, the surpassed. Cora, tobacco, potatoes, and 1C Cholerainfantum ........
increase in deposits in our savings banks was pasture have suffered from drought;the
cast by the aurora, but Greely says hedis- party removed to Cape Sahme. Jan. 18
lljTonsmtts .................
but 12% per cent., and the Increasein populatinctly saw his shadow cast by it. There Cress died of scurvy In Apnl the rations tion during the same period was from IS to 18 rains during the past ten days have im- 12j Erysipelas ................
Inti animationof bowela..
were no electrical disturbances,savo- those issued daily had dwindledto four ounces of per cent ; by the alarmingincrease of crime; by proved the conditions, and prospects are IS
14 Influenza .................
manifestedby rumbling distant thunder, meat and six ounces of braid. Man after the general stagnation of legitimatebusiness good for an average crop.
151 Whooping congh .........
by the growing encroachments of
Illinois.—Com is rqted three points ic Inflammationof kidneys.
. heard twice, far away in the
man di^ and all hope had fled on the day enterprises;
capital,represented by large railroadcorporaIn the course of tidal observations made, that the blast of the whistle raised the sur- tions. We are, therefore, unalterablyopposed lower than on Jnlv 1. Drought during the 17 Tvuho-malarialfever. ...

on

»

West.

•-

were

:

-.1

o^y

Conger.

__

:

overhead.

---__

6

.

north.

.

the very interesting fact was discovered that I vivore from the lethargy of approaching

;

|

a continuance of the policy which Js pro- greater part of July in a majority of counductive of such results, and in the Inaugura- ties in tne southern division of tho State,
tion of this campaign against the narty reand during the last week heavy rains presponsible for them, it is by the Democracyof
vailed throughout the State, and in many
Michigan,
to

the north, ^hSothoseat JwJflkSJySid ^eut. Greelywhen asked as to his ideaa
Cape Sabine came from the south. The Upon the probable results of arctic exploBesolred, That we hereby Indorse the plattemperature of this warm tide is two de- rations, said: “I do not think the North
form adopted and the candidatesnominatedby
grees warmer than that of the south tide of Pole can be reached unless every circnmthe National Democratic Convention recently
Cape Sabine. Why this was, Greely would "fence hitherto found to be unfavorable held at Chicago, and we furthermoredeclare on
, .
not venture to say.
say. He neeci in measuring
U iffctot onrown
1. That for the payment ot the war debt, the
the ebb and flow of the tide a fixed gauge,
pensions
ot
Union
soldiers,and for other incian iron planted in the mud. The average done at all, it will be done by way of Franz dental expcnseslof the government economically
Josef Lani It could never be reached by administered,we favor the maintenance of Inrise of spring tides at Lady Franklin Bay
eannene route,
route. That
i nan there
mere is aan open ternal and tariff taxation, so levied that luxuries
was found to be eight feet. At Cape Sa- the JJeannette
•hmii bear the chief harden,and necessaries of
' • Thi" i*
bine the highest tides rise twelve feet. polar sea I am well nigh certain,
life be practically tree.
.
proved
by
the
ice
drifting
out
of
Mussel
Surf was only observed twice dur2. That the system of contracting the convict
Bay
and
Spitzbergen
in
midwinter,
ter, and by
labor of our penal institutionsshould be
ing two years.
Lady Franklin
detention of criminals senBay the average temperature of the the northern drift of the polar pack ex- abolished, and the
courts of other States in our
ienoed by Pavy and Lockwood in 82
water was 29 degrees above zero.. Wolves
.8 min. Men can stand :two "winters
weighing ninety pounds were killed around
well at Lady Franklin Bay, but their Uw.‘SkiS (&J£s *0?
"ed

behalf:

.

•'

.

At

*

bSr

lien/
4.

That in granting of corporate franchises

SSL^^iSSns^soM1
Jotoedf

That

te promote

sections winds prevented the crops. The
nveerage temperature was below that for Ju-

Scarlet fever ..............
19'Jnrtaimnation of brain....
2«i [Diphtheria ..........
»••••••
nronlft
ailPneunro
22 Typhoid
d fever (entertoi. .
1H

.

al

meningitis

fever ......

neons croup

iy. 1

For the week ending Ang. 16, 1884, the reports
Wisconsin.— Large and most excellent indicatethat scarletfever and Intermittent
prospect^ for corn. The southern and fever increased,and neuralgia, typho-malarial
eastern portions in particular show a small fever, ftnd erysipelas decreased in area of prevalence.
increase in acreage, and the condition is
more favorable than has existed for years.
Spring wheat promises to be a fine crop.
Barley is most excellent as regards yield
y ozone more, and the night ozono

and weight. That harvestedand housed
before the storm of July 22 will also show
good color, but considerable of the crop
has been damaged in this latter respect.
A WOMAN

slightlyless.

by regular observers

is

vertisesoap by
posing her clean,
nice.-

skin. Novel,

if

not
HsreY B. Baker.

...yja

__
_

NEWS-

HOLLAND CITY
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

1884.

30,

City op Holland, )
•

cluded, and Hjalmar H. Boyesen’s longer

Cist. That that part of Eleventh

nevellette,“A ProblematicCharacter,” is

lying between the west side of River street
and the center of Maple street, be graded
the whole width thereof according to
plans, diagrams and estimates to be
adopted by the Common Council.
2nd. That after said grade is completed a strip 18 feet wide through the ceutor
of said part of said street be covered with
gravel to the average thickness of 9 inches,
so spread that it will be 12 inches thick in
the center and six inches thick on the sides
of the kind used on Ninth street, or of a
kind equal thereto.3rd. That the whole cost of said improvement,grading and graveling be paid
by special assessment upon the lots and
lands lying and abutting upon said part of
said street and on the street intersections
according to frontage and that for
the purpose of said special assessment

vier,’’

‘‘Dr. 8er-

approaches the conclusion, which

will be

printed in the October number,

“tfrom Coventry to Chester on Wheels,”
the opening illustrated paper, recounts
the

experiencesof Mr. Joseph Pennell,

the artist, during a trip on

England. His
journey

is

text. WT.

a

trycycle in

of the
cleverly supplemented by the
J. Stillman’s second paper, depictorial record

scriptiveof his yacht journey,‘‘On the

m
§
I';.

even more attractive
his first paper. A stirring

track of Ulysses, is

street

With Red Tin Tag, 1« the beet! Is the purest ; is
never adulterated with glucose, barytes, molasses,
or any deleteriousIngredients,as is the case with
many other tobaccos.

Lorill&rd’i Rose Leaf Fine

Out To-

Summer Dress

also made of the finest stock, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none.

Lorillard’s

Famous

have been used

Confectionery,
Stationery,

Goods

!

Blank Books.

—and-

-

Straw Hats of

all Dastiiptloas

CIGARS,

I

And Foreign and Domestic

Snuffh

A

for over 124 years, and are sold to
a largerextent than ano
27-1 7

EL

DEALER IN

BOS

Navy Clipping*

take first rank as a solid durable smoking tobacco'
wherever introduced.

IP.

A

have a (nil line of

bacco
Lorillard’s

,

(Socceaaor to L. T. Canters,)

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
C. STEKETEE
PLUG TOBACCO.

Is

A. P. SL00TER,

COME!

-—and—

THAT

.

Clerk’s office, August 8, 1884. i
Notice is hereby given that the ComIn its contents the September Century
mon Council of the city of Holland, have
aims te riral the August midsummer holcaused to be made and deposited with the
iday number in eutertaiolng summer read- city clerk for public examination,profile,
ing, as well as In articles of unusual Im- diagrams and estimates for the proposed
portance. Pictorially,it is also if a pop- improving, grading and graveling of a
part of Eleventh street in said city, to-wit;
ular character. Henry James' two-part
from west line of River street to the censtory, “A New England Winter,” is con- ter of Maple street.

centinued. Mr. Cable’s novel,

* •

Street Assessment

*••

KNOW SUMMER HAS

DO YOU

District.

Saturday, August

m:

•

large

others.

Oar bandeome Ice Cream Parlors arc being re

Crockery, Stone

WILMS,
has put in his shop

fitted aud will be, when completed, the most
& Glassware. ntfleent
of any in the city.

proved

pump machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or retail, at the most
reasonable prices;

LZR/ir

.

Which we

GOODS

_

GIVE

intend to keep as complete as pos
sible embracing all the the latest aud best made
fabrics

mag

Cool aud refreshing Soda Water drawn from the
finest equipped fountainin the city can be obtained at my store.

Also a very large and assorted stock of

new engine
and boiler, and the
a large,

latest im

Fruits.

variety of

CALL.
LOOTER.
18S1. 15-lm

A.

Ivl-E

A. F.

Holland, Mich., May

15,

8

We have In stock constantly

ATTENTION

FRESH GROCERIES
s

and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
agricultural.
,
Implements of all descriptions; the Estergiven in Horace D. Warner’s description
ly Twine Self-binder,the Rawson Reaper
said part of said street
made and Slower, the Howe Reaper and the Adof "A Tropical Hurricane” in Costa Rica.
We are agents for the Celebrated “Duck” Brand
and be declared to be a special street as- vance Mower, the Grand de Tours three- j)f Plug Tobacco. Every customer buying this toOf biogropbicalinterest is the paper on
sessment district, for ths purposes of spec- hotse sulky plow, the Biesel, South Bend bacco has a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
the French lexicographer,Emile Littre, ial assessment, to defray the expense and plow, best in the market, the Reramingby the author of the papers on Gambetta, cost of said grade, at the time the plans; ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
We will buy all the Stave aud Heading
diagrams, profile and estimates thereof are Spring Tooth drags, the best straighttooth DECORATED AND PLAIN FLOWER POTS,
and the Forty Immortals which were pubBolts you can make and deliver the year
adopted by the Common Council.
harrow for finishing land made, containlished in the Century.
round, viz:
That said improvementswere deter- ing 60 teeth, South' Bend steel grain drills,
II Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
mined upon by the Common Council at 3 inches for every tooth, Dowaeiac Wheel FARMERS’
EXCHANGE.
White Ash Stave Bolts. 30 inches long.
St. Nicholas for September is an espec- their meeting of Augus', C, 1884. at which Spring Tooth harrows,seeders and cultiElm
Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
meeting
it was
vators combined. Albion Wheel Spring
C. STEKETEE * BOS.
ially attractivenumber, containinga hapBlack Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Resolved,That on Tuesday the 26th day Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Holland. May 22,
36-1 v
py combinationof those features which go
Black Ash Heading Bolls 38 inches long
of August, 1884, at 7:30 p. m. the Common Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
to make up a successful child’s magazine. Council will meet at their rooms to conBasswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long.
The Great E rents of History In One Volume.
Kalamazoo open
top buggies,
Pine
Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
sider
any
objections
to
said
profile,
plans
Among the stories are one of Frank R.
new kind of walking cu’tivators, 5-tooth,
decisive
For
making contractsor further inand
estimates
that
may
be
made.
3-tooth, and 2-shovel, Detoar sulky cultiStockton’s inimitablefanciful tales, eu
formationapply to Fixter’sStave Factory.
Of
the
By
CAPT.
KING.
U.
S.
A.
By order of the Common Council.
vators, Aultman and Russel & Co. steam
• titled,"The Queen’s Museum,” with four
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
ED. VER SCHURE, Supt.
HISTORY FROM THE BATTLE FIELD.
threasliers. Engines from one-horse to
of Bensell’scharacteristicillustrations; the
At a meeting of the Common Council one thousand horse power. Call and see Show? how nations have been made or destroyed or to G. Van Putten A Sons’ store.
In a day— how Fame or disaster has turned on a
first half of “The Dalzells Daisy-down,” a of the city of Holland,held on the 26th my new goods before purchasing else
single contest, A Grand Book for Old or
-n
. P. H. WILMS.
fresh and breezy study of boy and girl day of August, 1884, it was
Resolved,That the time when the ComRiver St., Holland, Mick., Apr. 10, ’84
life, by E. Vinton Blake; and “Benny’s
mon Council will meet at their rooms to
10-ly.
for description and terms. Address:
Horse,” an exceedingly amusing and natconsider any objections to said above de
J. C. McCpbdt & Co.,
is going on in the stock f>?
urally told story, by Mary Catherine Lee. scribed profiles, plans and diagrams be

pictoriallythan

incident of life in foreign lands is also

also

Farmers and

PLUG TOBACCO!

be

Woodsmen.

PRODUCE TAKEN

18S4.

and

BATTLES

famous

World.

27-4t

V

where.

But “truth

is

stranger than fiction,”

the three uatural history papers in

and extended one week.
GEO, H. 8IPP, City Cerk

this

“The Bird Matinee,” “Swordsmen
Deep,” and “A Story of a Tree-

Frog”— will be found to bear out the truth
of the

maxim.

* Charles Barnard contributes a compre-

hensive account of

a

new York Kitchen

Garden, in the form ef
B. Bartlett tells of a

summer nights

a story, and

Geo.

new amusementfor

or winter evenings.

«

HEjROLD

E.

BOOTS & SHOES
are the celebrated

the choir. All are welcome.

vices at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p.

1884.

CALL AND SEE US
40,

EIGHTH STREET.
E.

Holland,Mich., March

13, 1831

HEROLD

.

.

fall

and complete line of

CROCKERY

and convince
4tf

always on hand.

I have the

agency in this city

The Ehctolop.eduBbitahhica,edited by Prof.
Thomas Spencer Baynes,LL. D.. with the assistance of the most distinguishedwriters

Nee&k Gas Lamp.

throughoutthe English •peaking world, is acknowledged by all competent judges to be the
most thorough, complete aud accurate Encvclopwdla now pnblished.Tbe “American Reprint”
containing exactly the same matter, presents it
In a more desirable form. The American supplement will render tbe work more completeon
American subjects, and maintain the standard
that It reaches on all others. The universal verdict pronouncesit

These lamps are a great im*
rovement on all other lamps
ioth as to quantity of oil
used aud the amount of light
which they give. Call and

The work of Master Minds,
A Complete, Cheap, Portable Library,
A Library on every subject of knowledge.
Always ready to answer every question.

JAS. HUNTLEY,.

see them.

b

Goods delivered free of charge,

A Dictionary of Arts, Sciences. Historyand GenLiterature,with many thousand engravings on
steel and wood.
eral

Estimates given

for all

kinds of buildings

fin-

ished and completed.

Planing and Re-sawing

Stairs,

B.
Holland, June

14,

27-8t

Doors, Blinds, Mouldings

I

Brackets, etc. made and

of

Marvtleutswats.
Persons Restored

Insane

Nerve

BRAIW & NkRVB DlSRASBS.Only surt
/>r Ntrvi Afftctians.Fits, Epilepsy, tte.
directed. AV Fits a fur
'rxtdiy'sust. Treatise and $3 trial bottlefree t »
oAT

curt

Inpau.uilkif taken as

V V)fClir'h4ri:e’on box when
DK.KUN”Vt A *h St.^h^dVlphU.P^
BEWARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS.

re<^wd ntS*M nam
1

Afflicted to

Druggists.

12-ly

pm

ATWATER,

94 Wabash Avenue, Chicago.

home. J5.00 outfit free. Pay absolutely sure. No risk. Capital not required. Reader. If you want businessat
which persons of either se. young or old.
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty,write for particularsto II. Hallbtt & Co., Portland Maine.

furnished.

week

at

GREAT
Restorer

Dr.KLINE’S

From IOWA STATE UN I VERS ITT. *
There is no work In the English languageof as
high authority on every subjectas tho Encyclopaedia BriUnnica. • • • * I prefer tbe ••Reprint,” on account of its form and Its numerous
corrections. P. J. Farhswouth. A. M., M. D.
Iowa State University.

L.

WYNHOFF.

1883.

STOPPED FREE

403 Superior St., Chicago.March 16, 1882.
J. M. Stoddart & Co.,
Gentlemen:— Mier looking Into the matter of the
republished “EDcycloprcdia Britannica." It seems
to me that ray mooer would best go toward the
“American Reprint,” so you will please put me
down in your list of subscribers.

JOHN

Hand Railing, Sash

At a eoealoD of the Probata Court of the County
Ottawa, holden at the Probate office, in tBo
Subjects:Morning, “The body and soul City of Grand Haven in aaid County, on Saturday,
the twenty-third day of August, in the year one
of godliness.” Evening, “irrevocables.” thoueand eight hundred aud eighty-four. Present:
Samuel L. late, Judge of Probate. In tbe matter
of the estate of Henry Nieraeyer, deceased. On
BncUen’s Arnica Salvo.
reading and filing the petition of Retuder E.
Office
The best salve in the world for Cuts, Workman, administratorof said estate, praying
th»t he may be empowered and licensedto sell
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever certain real estate In said petition described, for near the corner
the purposes thereinset forth. Thereupon it is
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, ordered, that Monday, the sixth day of October
/
Corns, and all ekin eruptions, and positive- next, at one o’clock Id tke afternoon, be assigned
for the hearing of said petition,and that the hlers
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is at law of the said deceased, and all other persons
Holland, May 27,
InterestedIn said estate,are required to appear at
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction,or
a session of said Court, then to be holden at the
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box. Probate office, In Grand Haven, in said County, O. J. VAN
and ehow cause. If any there be, why the prayer
For sale by H. Walsh.
of toe petitionershould not be grunted : And It Is
further ordered that said petitionergive notice to
the persons interested in said estateof the pendeucr of said petition and the bearingthereof,by
causing a copy of this order to be published in the

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.

1884

A
!

IN ABODT 21 IMPERIAL 8Y0 VOLUMES.

27-4t

Probate Notice.

^0 a. m., STATE OF MICHIGAN,
Couktt of Ottawa.
7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.

Neatly

[AMERICAN REPRINT.)

a

George, Pastor. Services at 10

soiled

Etc., in endless variety.

done
29.

Diess Goods, Table Linens,
White Goods,

for the celebrated

done.

^drertisemruts.

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.

and renovate your old and

MAH

mash:

FILLS

Livm

Secure Healthy
to the Liver
ud relieve all bn*
trouble*. . <

PuslyYsgsUble;No

Arising.

Mo«

2So. All

DraggUtL

Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liver and Kidneys,Pimples and Pace
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

and shop on Riuer Street,

of Tenth Street,

%

II

JAS.

HUNTLEY.

1883.

DUREN, W. VAN DER

City Meat

#prtial goticcjs.

FOSTER, MILSVBir

my

8<>-4t

Examination of Teachers.

for Sale.
will •(

circulatedin said County of Ottawa, for three sue*
cessive weeks previous to said day ol bearing.
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE,
Judgtof Probate.

Book,

lVe*«.Ujr«
ore U for laie, as
demandi my
my time, and pre-

Office of

the Sec. of Board of School
Inere of Ottawa

Exam-

County.

i

[

H. D. Post.

m

4

VEEHE.

1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884

Market,
CO.,

Props

Having lately ro-openedthe “City Meat Market’
In the First Ward, we kindly invite the oltiaeni
of this city to giye ni a “call ”
!

CO., Proprietor*, Buffalo,New York.

I

Millinery and Fancy Goods.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Jentj Jacket*, Gossamer Water Proofs, Hoop Skirts, Bfistles, Car-

it the attention it reof appilcanui for a teacher’s certificate:
A lease of the store luation
864, at school house, Zeeland; Aoguat
August 6, 1864,
terms. I ft, at court bouse, Grand Haven; October 8, high
interest in the
terms fo any good
o'clock a. m. O
on, relieving me examinationin
•cribed,in ~
i of it.

My 81,1881

VAN DUREN

ft

17-tf.

Hollamd Citt Nsws, a newspaper printedand

Try “Margareta,”Alfred Wilgbt’anew
perfume. Far sale by
Kbemers & Bangs.

*“s

28-41

mi

We make

—

Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, ard
board and oanuae.

•BIO]L & i
S. VM DEN
STRBBT.
i

15.

1881.

tod Hair Goo4s.

i

.

*

>
••'lVv

m

sets,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

t

Skirts, Hosiery,

The Encyclopaedia Britannica!

done on short notice.

Ds Bruyn, pastor.

B. WYNHOFF,

*

OR VEST,

reasonable prices. Come

Repairing neatly and promptly

m. The

services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.

and

the store «f

From PROF, DAVID SWING.

John Beukema.
5,

clean

Hollakd, Mich., Feb.

Dissolution Notice.

Notice is hereby given that the co-part“Behold the Lord! bringing everlasting nership heretofore existing between Con*
destruction and unutterableglory.” Af- rad P. Becker and John Beukema, under
the firm name of Becker & Beukema, was
ternoon, “The Holy Baptism a source of
dissolved on the 18th day of July, last by
consolationand a calling to sanctifica- mutual consent. All claims for or against
tion.” Evening, “The citizensof Sodom the iate firm will be settled by Conrad P.
and Gomorrha examples in sins and pun- Becker, who will continuethe business.
Conrad P. Becker,
Holland, Mich., Aug.

and is ready to make you a good

ynreelf.

NO.

day-schoolat 3:45. Subjects: Morning,

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

to;

and at

1884.

ungodly men.”

stillalive,

GROYERHilSEM) Repairing

payment.

Sun-

Is

garments.

Notice.

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Notice la hereby given that after this
Broek, PasUr. Services at 9:30 a. m., and date I will not be responsiblefor any
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m. debts, contracted by my wife, Mary Oxner, and all partiesdoing so must look to
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
her for
Joseph Oxner.
The services will be conducted by Rev.
Holland, Aug. 20,
29-4w
N. M. Steffens,in the morning. Subject:
Diamond Dyes iu all colors at the Cen“The Sifting of Christ’s disciples.”
tral Drug Store, only 10 cents.
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—

all

Goods & Groceries,

Tho North River Street

or

gational singing. Opening anthems by

ishment of

OUST,

COAT, PANTS,
among which

Walsh.

m.

,y

GOLDEN

SEAL BITTERS are the
great blued purifier, liver and kidney rem
edy and life giving principle,a perfect
renovator and Invigerator of the system
carrying away all poisenous matter and
restoring the blood to a healthy condition,
enriching it, refreshing and invigorating
both mind and body. They are easy of
administration, prompt in their action,
certain In their results, safe and reliable in
all forma of disease. Every moment of

clogging tbe vital organs instead of leavChrist’ssmbsssadors.”
ing the body. Cleanse tbe blood whenHope Reformed Church— Services at ever you find its impurities bursting
10:80 a. m., and 7 :80 p. m. Sunday school through the skin in pimples, eruptions,
sores, etc. Keep the liver in order, the
at 12 m. Preaching by Rev. D. Van Pelt,
blood pure health of the system will folof East New York, Long Island. Congrelow. For sale by H.
80-41

Services at 9:39 a. m., and 2 p.

Cyclone

Philadelphia.

has just received • large stock #f the latest
styles ef Ladies’ and Gentlemen's

Xi Will Cure Yon!

Choroh Itemt with the Services for
To-morrow.
our Uvea, every part of our bodies, is
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M. wearing out and is being built up anew.
Steffens, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 a. m., This work is accomplished by the blood.
and 2 p.m. Sunday School 8:80. Weekly The blood if pare makes the entire circuit
of the body every seven minutes. But if
prayer meeting with the Third Reit becomes weak or vitiated and does not
formed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80. perform its work properly the system is
Subject: Afternoon,“The prayer of actually poisoned by the worn-out matter

o
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Young-

Potatoes
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very plentiful and

are
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Mrs. Cornelius Wiersema, of
Blight

sph,

week.

frosts this

is

cheap/ Pcrrnto up
w\

dawn

stove time is sauntering

thu ntimmflr rand.

week.

menced next

Annual

be com- * Sunday evening Barnum’s shows passed pying bis pulpit

our; turbor will

y'

through this

exhibitinga

Let all attend who can.

pumpkin this week

drum

weighed 45 pounds.

The

commenced grad-

contractors have

Our

ing Tenth and Cedar streets.
differencebetween

ponding

Is that some.

men when

des-

that

-

J.

PUm* pan top down on a hot »toT# until haatad.thta
rtmore the cow and imtlL A chemist will not be r»«olrad to detect the preeeaoe of ammonia.

and busy practicing.There

will

probablybe “music in the air” before tbe

orable weather of the past week, is daily

visited by hundreds of people from
'

are glad to

friends of

know

speak in Grand

office at

Holland^Mich., August

28,

left last

Tailor,

Clothing,

1

-

Mrs. Blanche Daughster,Lew F. Lanner

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
A large and very

We

have been handed the

first

R. entertainment. It was Maxwell and of the MichiganProhibitionistpublishedat
company that played “The Celebrated Detroit. The veteran prohibitionist,Rev.
ago, which was as

bkvojnat been received and all who deaire a good
CUSTOM-MADE mlt of (Jlotheawill do well to 4

John Russell, is editor-in-chiefand A. H.

-

edly meet with success.

i

-----

The

Boone and

Ed. J. Harrington

Thursday night

west after

for the

GIVE ME A CALL.
DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
Rl HULTimuraa BIB NEVER

Fifth Congressional District Repub-

lican Convention was held in Grand Rap-

The

of

line line

STJITUnTGS

number

his

consequentlydull.

H.

MAN,

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

1884:

Prohibition State Convention

met

Church Sabbath School of Grand Rapids ids on last Wednesday with David E. in Lansing last Wednesday and placed in
held a picnic at Macatawa Park. The Wilson, of Ionia in tbe chair. John C. nominationtbe following ticket: For
day was fine and all enjoyed themselves. Fitzgerald, of Grand Rapids, was nomi- Governor, David Preston, of Detroit;

Mr.

S

Ready-Made

List of letterAremainingin the post-

Ged. H. Maxwell

another visit and take charge of the G. A.

—
Last Wednesday the First Reformed

\A

V<.£*

and dealer in

holding their grain for higher prices. well received as any entertainmentof the Brown, managing editor. Tho paper has
a very good appearanceand will undoubtVery little is brought Into town and busi- kind ever given in this city.

—

\

Rapids next Tuesday afternoon and in the

that he Is to mtke us

It seems as though our farmers are Case” here two years

is

. >'T|

and M. K. Waltore.

The many

ness

BO

W.

Merchant

Muskegon.

-

take heart and some G. A. R. entertainment Monday evening.

Park, in spite of the unfav-

abroad.

will

’!

1

evening will “addresshis constituents” at
,

-----

take whiskey.

Macatawa

Gen. Ben. Butleb

J

TEST

X

corps is now thoroughlyor-

ganized

Thk

now occu-

rente for Muskegon.

Our butchers,De Kraker & Dok, were

Monday.

schtpl meeting next

city en

la

regularly.

OQBnPAXBT jkagagoaracA.
THK

-V

iu•DAI!

Brandt adrarttwdMftbaoIntoljr
port

Rev. E. 0. Oggel arrived at the Sandwich Islands August 11 and

Work on

runum

iuun flmumr

St. Jo-

visiting in this city.

V

rTw^?yri?”rr,,,,inrT’B

nated by acclamation as candidate for Lieutenant Governor, Alonzo Sherwood,
Congressman.The nomination was Inev- of Berrien; State Treasurer, A. B. Che-

BBES QUHBTIOim.

In a million hornet for a quarter of
stood the coniumert’ reliable teat,

a century It baa

READY-MADE CLOTHINQ

Our large stock of

be sold at bottom prices.

will

'vSS

THE TESTJFJHE OVEN.

PRICE BAKING POWDER

CO.,

Examine pur Goode before purchasing elsewhere.

:'iS

MAKcna or
J.

Dr. Price’s Special

Flamg

Extracts,

Holland, Mich., April 23,

Kent; Secretary of State, Zacha- Thestronf Nl,nwit delldeus tad naUnllsior known, and
horses. Mr. Boono will first visit Oregon,
As a candidate Mr. Fitzgeraldis not as riab Chase, Genesee; Adjutant General,
Wls., while Mr. Harrington goes to KanDr. Prlot’s Lupulln Yeast Genu
strong as he might be and the Republi- 0. E. Downing, of Marquette;CommisFor Light, Healthy Bread. The licet Dry Hop
kakee, 111.
Yeatt In tho World.
cans in order to elect him have got to sioner of the State Land Office,B. Arcus,
FOR SALE BY GROCERS.
The democrats of this city held a cau- work. Mr. Fitzgeraldis an active and of Muskegon; Attorney General, J. H.
8T. LOUIS.
cus last night in the Cleveland and Hen- energetic man and will undoubtedly make Tatem of Kent; Superintendentof Public
dricks club rooms and nominated dele- a sharp and thorough canvass.
Instruction, Joseph B. Steere, of Washte-

W. BOBMAN,

188L

12-ly

itable as the Kent delegation were united. ney, of

-

-

CHICAGO.

gates to tho County Convention to be held

naw; Member of tbe Board of Education,
at Grand Haven on Tuesday, Sept. 2d.
The fall term of our public schools wilS, Isaac W. MacKeeven, of Allegan;Elect......
open on Monday next with the following ors at large, Rev. .lobn Russell and Prof.
A traveling minstrel show with a doccorps of teachers: high school, Miss Hat- Samuel
v
tor have been giving street entertainments
tie Hodge, of Wayne county; grammar,
in this city this week. The minstrels
Four prisoners attemptedto break from
No. 4, Mrs. 8. J. Higgins; No. 8, Chris
drew the crowd and the doctor drew tho
tina Pfanstiehl; No. 2, Hattie Pennell, of 0 ir County jail at Grand Haven last Satmoney from the crowd by selling an elecGrand Rapids; No. 1, A-nna Breyman; u day, and had removed every barrier extric liver pad.
Primary No. 4, Addie Clark; No. 3, Sara c pt tho outside thickness of brick. They
Ledeboer
and Miss Reka Verbeek; No. 2, \ ere detected by John Van Dorn and
‘ Last Tuesday, William Long, while
Christina
Vaupell
and Miss Emma Worth; 1 atban Baldwin who are in custody for
coupling cars at Benton Harbor, had his
egal fishing, and who gave information,
right hand badly jammed and broken. No. 1, Aldie Cunningham and Katie Vau-

-

to Dr. Best, of this city,

who found it necessary to amputate
thumb below the third joint, and now

his
re-

ports him at doing nicely.

pell. Ward school, Miss Anna Henjes ef

in this

interest in the G.

our

w

city that feels an

been

work

he prisonershod

are strangers to our people, but, we
understand, able and amply qualified to

eoks, and bad successfullyconcealed all

A. R. organizationof

our

schools.

'

“soldier boys’* should patronize the

_

secured in advance at Brey man’s store.

written notices in a few prominent places,
that he
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dry hop yeast In ths world. Bread
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of g.
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5-

at

for five

indications of their labor until disco

more of^WeflT would have
gang. One of them, known
as “Black Jack,” is under sqhtence of two
years at Ionia for stealing a watch and
$50 In money. They hak A file and several iron wedges and ban to work with,

QR00SR8 BELL THEM.
MMMfnO ev TMi
Price Baking Powder Co.9:
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III.

liberated the

formation. \
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lanTisofDr. Prtce’! wimorliiaEitracii,
Ohicefo,
St. Loult* RAO.

Last Tuesday & missionary from the
entertainmentgiven for their benefit in Grand Rapids barracks of the Salvation
Lyceum Opera House next Monday even- Army came to this city with the intention
ing. The boys hoping to hive a full of converting “the whole of Holland.” and claimed that tbe file' was furnished to
house, have arranged so that seats can be He announced, by posting the following them by ene ef the parties Vho gave Inr

p-

cog

YEASTGiS

tie best

A

gVo

lulling in the defeat of tbe scheme,

Allegan ceunty. Some of these teachers

help maintain the past high standard ot> Ten minutes

Every person

•
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would lecture that evening: “Sal-

p

Last Thursday the Walker pumps thre
The second “public test” of eur system
vation army, one of the Soldiefa will give
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
stream from the Hydrant at the corner lecture at lyceum opera House te night at ef water works was held last Thursday.
of Eighth and Cedar streets from a 1M 780 and 8 clock. 10 senta at mlssun. Hol- The day was gloomy and a drizzling rain
Ladies’ and Gents’ Lockets,
inch nozzle 180 feet with 100 pounds pres- land Sity. Henry De Vriea.” From this prevailed. Very few visitors from abroad

i-J

go £-

a

sure.

The pumps work

splendid when

notice it was evident thst the lecturer were present and

it

was

there is asuflfcient supply of water for

would meet with >ut poor success and at

test, as far as earning up te

them to pump and

night his audience consisted of but one

tions of the contract,

if

means

are

devised

and redo
system of water works wil

increase the supply of water
the Hllft” our

be all that can be asked for.

and tbe pipe
__

__

Last Monday a sensationwas crea
among the policy holders of the Michigan

the specifica-

was a

Last Thursday

.....

will be seen

part was uncovered.As
from the Council proceed-

in

number of persons opposed to secret so- tend tho time for holding the test, but the
cieties held a “ChristianConvention” in contractors, with a superabundance of
the news that the company, had been
the Parlors ef the Macatawa Hotel at confidence,persisted in making it. At
placed in the hands of a receiver by the
Macatawa Park. Owing to the rainy and 1:80 the hose boys came runing down
state commissioner ef insurance, that a 8
disagreeable weather only seme fifty werb the street, attatebedtheir hose to the by
per cent nessesment was levied, and that
in attendance. A suitable platferm, em- drauts, and the water was turned on. The
all policy holders jere expectedto pay it.
bracing all their ideas aste “eneof thq six streams were thrown horizontallyon
Mutual Insurance Company on receipt of

d

The state commissioner says that

all will

be sued by the receiver,as they are
by their agreement to

up

pay

all

bound

assessments

to tbe time that their policy

remained

in force. Tbe sentimentof all the policy

greatest evils

known

in this

fair land,

inated: Electors

I also keep on

band a

I’ilo

full line of

Spectacles!
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at large, H.

A. Day and

T. Keppel, for some reason the balance of
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stock of
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unsurpassedin

this city.
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that there
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my Stock. Watohes

were not chosen, Governor, was still some blunder that had been
skort notice.
C.D. Preston, of Detroit; Lieut Gover- overlooked. A few of our practical citicompany will have to go farther up the
nor, John L. Bush; Secretary of State, C. zens called the attention of. the contracsalty creek than they now are before they
NINTH 'STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OrfURCH.
C. Foote; State Treasurer, GeO. Swanson; tors te the fact that the pumps were some
H. WYKnUYSEN.
pay a single dollar.
Auditor General, Dr. A. G. Goodrich; Seventeenor eighteen feet higher than tbe
H8LL1KI).Mich.. Oct. 94,
94-1
Commissioner State Land Office, Jacob O. water level of the river, and that, and the
LAst Thursday afternoon a farm
Doesburg; AttorneyGeneral S. P. Poole; friction,made a lift of some twenty-seven
named Gerrlt Van Vorst, living a
is
iuperintendent of Public Instruction,O. feet for the pumps to make. With a tenmiles east of this city, came to town with
Grinned; Member of tbe State Board inch suction pipe, and this heavy lift, It
his family, and while here a negro tramp
Education,Dr. M. Veenboer. Speeches was concluded that it was simply an imfor
broke into his house and stole $12 in
ire made by Rev. C. C. Foote, of De- possibility to supply water for the remoney and about $15 worth of jewelry.
Jt and H. A. Day, ef Parma, and were quisite number of streams and threw it
Van Vorst discoveredbit loss at about
Our popular wagon manufacturer
ill received and heartilyapplauded^ the distance required,and tbe hose was
5 o’clock, and immediately notified Marholders in this neighborhood is that the

«-»,

1832.

Now
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M

and Clocks repaired on

the electors

1

CD J--CD

CT3

00 pounds. This pressure could

not be raised and held, and the jerky

O p

fr|-Gr!

My

Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
an average of 100 feet, with a water pres- sold at low prices.

was adopted and the following ticket nom- sure

0

Jewelry and Clocks.

per announcement a ings the committee were instructed to ex-

as

<
M 85
H gt
C

CD

“

miserable

individual.The gallant soldier packed failure. Tho work on the suction pipe
his knapsack and departed in disgust en leading to the river was barely completed
the first train.

Silverware,

fortunate, as the

|

91

tho chance

Fanners.

shal Vaupell, who telegrapheda description of the jewelry

to

the .sheriff, who

managed to capture the criminal at Grand
Haven with the stolen property on his person. Mr. colored gentleman was taken
before Justice Post yesterday morning and
plead guilty to the charge of grand larceny

and was bound over for trial in the

Clr-j

-----
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a

sentimentin favor of ordered taken up. Aa yet

it

has not been

but we feel
ere tho nominee was not identified confident that our Council are perfectly
any sedfcet society, was noticeable; competent to act in the premises and will
It was, we understand, Indirectly see that the taxpayers get the worth of
upon tb|t they be supported, and their money before tbe work is accepted.
rhere the candidate was known to be Quite a number of remedies have been
iporliag

tbe entire Prohibition Ticket,

ideatifledwith secret societies, he was to
be cast aside

cult Court in bonds of $250.

-

e existence of

decided how

to

remedy

snggested, one, that a larger suction pipe

,7^

J, Fliiian
Better wagon in everyway,

and hit name supplied with be laid to the river, and another, that a
!and will not be ondesold by anyone.
nominatedat large twenty foot well be sunk at point a

this convention. 1%is proceedingli few rods north of the pump house. This
the youngsters wear long faces. But boys rather discoaraging for tbe candidates last scheme meets with tbe approval, of
placed in nomination and if it is main- the majority of our citizens and is the
it is an amendment to the compulsory ed
well

tained we fear that their chances of elec-

best, as

tion are considerably A lessened. Tbe

tbo second well nothing but clean pure

It is

as

a law,

and

if truant

boys are com-

Salt

Meats

BUjJfjIB1,

Call

andjxamine.

ZPOIRIEC

and

ZiAJR/D,

Also keens on band a line of

remctable one and water would enter the pipe* that supply
Park water for domesticpurposes and a great
pelled to go to school and
was
indulged
in
and
complimentary
re- amount of trouble would be avoided. As
and kept off the streets it will be a help
to whether tbe supply would be adequate
marks
on
the
pleasant
hills
and
the
beaumaterially la saving them from becoming
in case ef a large conflagration we think it
tiful
icensry
abounding
there
were
beard
loafers and drunkards. This is a stepwould, and te cover any fears in that
ping stone toward prohibition and we will from all.
direction
the ten-inch suction can be left
see bow much Interest our prohibition
Wk
..j
guarantee
that
the Bherwln-Wll- right where it la, and used in case the
tbe
friends lake lo tbe matter and see that it
Hams Prepared Paint when properly used amount of water is n4 sufficient. The
!• enforced. Will tbe parento see that
now

1

the most feasible.With

ucstlon set, compelling all children be-

tween certain ages

school.

Fresh

(MUTTOIsT.

School commences next Monday

to attend

dealer .’In

Offershis superior made wagons Just as cheap as
anybody self them In Zeeland, and claims that
they are a

the “Christian Candidate"

-

SEARS,

L. C.

this,

always on hand-

gathering was a very

thus educated on adjournment a stroll through the
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will not crack, flake or chalk off,
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If they fail to

Game

tn their season.

Open and Top Buggies,

ana will

do cover more aurface, work better, wear most lamentable feature in this matter is
their dnty in this respect, will tbe Board longer and permanently look better,than that some ef our most influentialcitizens
am passing judgment hastily.To these
of Education of Holland see that every
we would sty: five the system every
Ml* boy I* la »oh**l f Ao4. lllbtyWU*

their boya go to school

Fish, Poultry and
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1HE ANGEL SLEEP.

production?” with another suppressed a few marginal notes, You do really
smile.
leave beautififily broad, clean margins
“ ‘SoAe blank vorso and blankerprone,
—they are quite tempting I By the
And more of both than anybody knows,’ '
deep
way, why haven’t you sent me that
I reply, a little bitterly. “Will you
story?”
please give me my manuscript? I’m
O’er field and forest ho spreadshis wlnrs,
“I haven’t written it yet,” I replied
Where the cricket chirps and the wood bird sings vdrtr sorry to have troubled you; I
—I
longed to add, “and I never mean
And the murmur of voices die* away,
shall never do so again!”
Stilled by the Angel ca m and g ay.
to;” but somehow I could not.
“Oh, yes, you will; and I shall bo
“Well, you must; prose pays best
Human passionsth t surge and swell
very glad to considersome of the blank
What other editors have you been inAre s.lenced under the mystic spell,
prose yon speak so despairinglyof. If
And tired hearts that are u ed to w-ep
terviewing lately?”
Yield to the power of the Angel Sleep.
you will let mo see a nice matter-of“None! I never wmt to see another
fact commonplace little story, or a short
Butt he broods till the morning gray*
in all my life.”
articleon some useful domestic subThen a* noiselessly glides away,
He leaned back in his chair and
.And the spell Is lifted and hearts again
ject. such as ’Tlie Average Servant.’ or
laughed heartily; then, with mock
Thke up their burden of care and pain.
‘Occupation for Girls’— anything of that gravity :
We call him death ! Tis the Angel Sleep
sort — can yon suggest anything?”—
“I’m glad to hear that, for you’re
'Thatoometh at last from the silent deep,
and he looks at me gravely and qnes- really quite — dangerous. By the way,
And smooths fore\er the brow or ca e,
tioningly—“romeihing novel and at- why did you say your name was Jones?
And calms the fever of passionthere.
tractive, that might be treated briefly
You might have known I should find
go wc sleep and rest, till the morning gray*
and brightly— made ‘a feature’ of, in you out. Editors do find out everyBreaks once m -re of an endless day.
And into the mystic, the unknown deep,
short— I shall be very pleased to con- thing in time. Yrou are Miss Madeline
Files forever the Angel Sleep.
sider anything of that sort you will fa— Arthur Wentworth Eaton.
Meredith, of Garth, and your brother
vor me with, Miss Jones.”
Jeff and I were chums at Eton and OxHe always paused most provokingly ford.”
THE ORIGINAL ••DIXIE."
after the “Miss,” and I hardly knew
“Oh.” I said, somewhat surprised, “I
The New Orleans Timea-Democratgives the
whether to be angry or to laugh out- didn’t know!”
followingas the correct original
rigl
of tho famous
right as I stammered a feeble “thank
®Dlxio;"
“Of course not. How could you?”
“I wish I was in dc land of cotton,
you.”
“And I’m not Miss Meredith, of
Old times dar am not forgotten;
“And yon really should cut Swin- Garth, any longer,” I said with fin efiort
When

the day In done and the sh&dowa (all
Over the eirth like a dusky pall
Then from the myrtle, the silent
*
Else the beautilul Anitol bleep.

*
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WHY THE WART

IS

THEBE,

One of the Carious Feat area of the
Masaaehoaotta Explained.

Map

PITH AND POINT.
ol

Although Rome had eight circuses,
neither of them had a oalcimined sacred
Those who have studied the map of elephant— Oil City Derrick,
Massachusetts cannot but have noticed
“A baby is the oasis of married life.”
the peculiar appearance of a portion
—Neiv York Journal 0 1 a sis, is it ?
of the Gonuecticnt boundary line jnst
'honghtit was a boy.— Philadelphia
southeast of Springfield.The point
Call.
referredto is a small square block at
“Another expedition to the pole,”
the town of Southwiok, extending from
said
the man, as he wended his way to
this State into thfit of Connecticut. Although the peculiar jog on the map ais barber shop.— Cincinnafi Saturhas often been noticed and commented day Night

In the social circles of the chicken
upon, it is not generally known that
this very point was for years the foun- yard the lines are very distinctly
dation for a most bitter controversybe- drawn, for each hen has her own set.—
tween the two States. From 1774 to Merchant Traveler,
1804 the question of division came sev“Man wants but little ear below, nor
eral times before special committees wants that little long,” murmered the
and commissioners from Massachusetts, dude, as he carefully cut out places for
and town-meetings were frequently iis aural appendages in his new threeheld to settle the matter. In 1774 Con- inch collar— Life.
necticut attached a portion of land to
Young Grammarian— No; you canSouth wick, south of the original colony not say “shad has risen.” Although it
line. Ten years afterwards,in 1874, a sounds ungrammatical, you will be corcommittee from Connecticut was ap- rect in saying “the shad has roes.”—
pointed for the purpose of establishing New York Jonmal
the bounds at this point, but so tenaThe high grade of intelligenceseen
cious was each colony of every inch of
In Dixie land whar I wa* bawn In,
among
junk-sortersis owing to the able
burne.” he added, with a meaning at proud copiposura “Papa lost all territory that it took more than a score
Early on a frosty mawnln'.
articles they find in sorting tho conglance at the manuscript.
of years to settle this very trifling mathis money, and onr house was sold
“Ole m s«us marry Will de weaher;
tents of newspaper wastebaskets, inti*‘I don’t know Mr. Swinburne— that
Will h* was a gay detoabor;
then papa died, and Jeff is with his ship ter.
mates
the Cambridge Tribune.
When hy nut his arm around her
is, I met him only once, and then he
Two boards of Commissioners were
at the Cape, and aunt Adelaide didn’t
He looked as fierce as a forty -pounder.
It should be said, in justice to the
said something to me in Greek,” I re- want me any longer; so I come to Lon- appointed by Massachusetts aud ConFather of his Country, that the New
“H s face was sharp as a butcher'sclearer,
plied.
don to Mrs. Kent— she’s my old nurse necticut in 1793 to ascertain aud reBat dat didn't seem a bit to grieb ’er;
Georgo
“Ho might have said something ranch — and I earn my bread by my pen.”
port the exact boundaries of Southwiok, Jersey centenarian
Will run away, m ssns look a decline,
Washington
is
said
to
have
kissed,
did
Tfrorso. But I merely mean you should
Her face was do color ob do b .con nnc.
I could not help telling him all that Sandisfield, New Marlboro, and farther
not devote so much of your time to —lie seemed to make me, in spite of west to tho New York State line and not look then as she does now,— New
“While misses libbed she libbed in clober.
his poetry— the ‘Poems and Ballads,’ myself, but I uttered the last words four years later, in 1767, joint commis- York Graphic.
When she died she died all ober;
How could she act the foolish part
1)on’t put off till to-morrow what can
for instance, and tho ‘Songs before Sun- proudly, and did not smile at all, but
sioners were appointed to establish the
An’ marry a man to broke her heart?
rise.”
line east of the Connecticut liiver. )e done to-day, especially if it’s trying
looked very grave.
“Buckwheat cake an’ cawn-meal batter
to make an impression upon some
J “How do you know I do?”
“I wonder, Miss Meredith, if yon The Connecticut Commissioners re
Hakes you fat, or little fatter;
young lady with a large fortune and a
ported
that
the
lino
was
nearly
all
corever
heard
Jeff
speak
of
Harold
Cash“Internal
evidence,”
and
he
touched
Here's a health to do nox' ole missus,
An’ all do gals dat wants to kiss us,
rect except the tract of land in ques- land to bestow upon the right young
my manuscript. “This betrays a severe elton ?”
course. You must alter your style, Miss
“Oh, yes, often !”— and then I paused tion, a block about two and ono half mnn.— Chicago Sun.
“Now if you want to drlbc away sorrow
People are not usually particular
Come an' hear dls song to-morrow;
Jones. Time enough for you to come in confusion. Mr. Harold Cashelton miles square at Southwiok, which MasDen hoe It down an' scratoh d« grabble,
to the cynical-sensual-metaphysical-inhad been mw brother’s “guide, philoso- sachusettsthought she should have to about the presents they receive, but
To Dixie land I’m bound to trabbel."
comprehensible in ten years, say. YTou pher, and friend,” and in one way and compensateher for the town she had when it comes to the gifts of Providence
CHORUS.
will bo educated up to the point of not mother I had heard more than enough lost. This the Commissionersrefused each one acts as though he or she were
1 wish I was In Dixie, hooray,hooray!
believing a word of it by that t me.
;m all my life, though, through my to grant in 1801; but this State was specially commissioned a delegate to
In Dixie’s land
willing in 1903 to compromise, so one find fault— GVitcaj/o Sun.
Kindly leave me your address, and tho
• ug no mother, I had never been at
We'll take our stand.
To live an* die In Dixie;
manuscript shall be returned in the Garth when Jeff’s friends visited him. year later it was arranged that ConnecLady Montague said : “It goes far
Away, away, aw-y down Souf In Dixie; ^
ticut should keep a slice of Southwick toward reconcilingme to being a wousual way.”
In fact, I had worshippedhim secretly
Away, away, away down Souf in Dix.e!"
“No. 17 Brown street, Bloomsbury, and afar off— from Jeff’s description— and Mafsachusettsshould hold the man when 1 reflectthat I am in no danW. C.,” I replied, my face crimson, and made him the hero of more than land west of the ponds in that place, ger of marrying one.” Now this is sin“care of Mrs. Kent”
one romance; and now there he was the same indentationinto tho Nutmeg gular. The thing which she feared, is
First Editor.
Ho wrote it down, and then stood up sitting in my easy chair and chatting to State which she now holds to-day. just what reconciles the iest of us to
May, 1810, Connecticut ap- being men.— Burdette. «
“It's the natural result of a severe to indicate that the interview was over, me as if he had known me all my life—
pointed
another committee to
bowed
formally,
and
then
touched
a
as,
indeed,
I
suppose
ho
had
in
a
way,
course of Swinburne!”
“Were you down to the entertainexamine
line
of
little
bell.
Suddenly
a
small
boy
apfor
Jeff
surely
must
have
mentioned
me
I snatched up the manuscript, and
ment the other evening?” asked Mr.
the Connecticut River, but of tho result
down to him.
warn leaving the room, Hushed with peared, who conducted
Blinker of Mr. Winker. “Yes.” “That
no report can be found among the recdark,
break-neck
stairs,
through
several
After
asking
all
sorts
of
questions
ah&me, trembling with rage and indigis funny ;’’ said Blinker, “I didn’t see
ords of that State. In May 1822, hownation, when the editor’s voice arrested mouldy, dusty labyrinthine passages about my brother, he stood up to go,
you.” “No, of course not,” replied
mr attention.I turned around and and out through a book-seller’s shop. and desired me not to forget the story ; ever, the repor shows that the Commis- Winker, “I saw you first.” They pass
I felt more thoroughly small, mean, bnt then more than ever I resolved not sioners agreed in all points, as iu 1713, each other on opposite sides of the
looked at him scornfully, for I felt
miserable,
and disgusted than I ever to write, as no doubt he would accept with the exception of the gore at Union. street now.— Peek's Sun.
oould have withered him at a glance;
As the southeast corner of Woodstock
had ever felt in my whole life as I it from mere pity.
but ho did not seem to feel it much.
“Do the saints and angels in heaven
Three months passed away, and I had extended into, Massachusetts120
“ You're a
most impetnons young emerged from the shady by-street conspend their time reading newspapers
lady,” he said, in a slow, low, musical taining the office into the light and was on terms of almost (ivility with rods, and the northwest corner forty- aud talking politics?” demanded a
voice. ‘‘I have not half finished my bustle of Piccadilly, and, as I got into a my hated editor, but I had written noth- eight rods, a jog had been left in Michigan preacher from his pulpit; No,
criticiraof the very remarkable produc- ’bus, I vowed never again to come to a ing for the Arlington— on that point I the colony line between Woodstock indeed, they do not, dear brother. Nor
tion,” and he took the manuscript personal encounter with an editor. was. obstinate— nor had I told Mr Cash- and Union. This was the only jogged do they spend their time preaching
quietly but resolutely from my tremb- Hitherto I had been content to diop elton very ranch about myself or my point at issue in the report presented such foolish sermons as people have to
m v little contributionmodestly into the own affairs beyond tho first sudden iu 1822. This jog was corrected in
ling fingers. “Now, Miss
”
hear occasionally in this country.
1826, when the Commissioners’report
letter boxes of certain weekly publica- burst of confidence, which seemed in“Jones,”I said shortly.
Burlington Hawkey e.
“No, not Jones; but the name will tions that delight in small stories, or I evitable. What I wrote and how I suc- was agreed to by both States, and the
SHE KNOWS
'
I hate ho dudcsl I ha’e them so;
nerve.” And I felt his keen gray eyes send them by post and await the result ceeded I never would talk about, in long and tedious boundry-line controI’crfect lore 8. 1 wish they’d go;
on my face and observed an amused with what patience I could. Some- spite of several very insinuating ques- versy between Massachusettsand her
Namby |»cmby. \vh to cravats,
amile hovering around the corners of times my stories and verses were ac- tions. But about Jeff I would talk for sister came to an end. The line of the
Con ym . gloves nd ojicra hats.
Railroad
But when hey talk it is so flat.
lua mouth, which was half hidden by cepted, sometimes not, and I fancied hour^ aud he did not seem to weary of New Haven and .Northampton
* « . - lP
1 really wonder what they're at;
now runs directly through the jog cona long, fair, drooping mustache. “Now, that, if an editor only knew how exceed- the subject, either.
Anil when they walk, I think of beer;
Sometimes I accompanied him to an necting the two States, and Southwick
Hiss Jones, pray sit down”— he indi- ingly industriousI was, how very much
1 know 'tls that, they go so queer.
cated a high, leather-coveredchair jnst in earnest, how very much attached to afternoon concert at St. James’ Hall or Ponds, celebrated locally as a summer —Lowell Courier.
Love-lorn youth hoping to excite
opposite him— “and let us talk this my calling— for I had married the Muse a matinee at the Lyceum, and he was resort, lie partly in this State and partsympathy in the bosom of his adored
matter ovar. If you hod been content, of Literaturefor better or for worse always very kiud and attentive; but I Iv in Connecticut —Boston Giobe.
Arabella— “Do you know, my angel,
like other aspiring young authors, to —there was no choice between doing never could get over the fact that he
Youdooism in Alabama.
that 1 cannot bear the slightestexcitesent your contributionin the ordinary that and being a governess— be would had laughed at my poetry. Had h«
Wo have before us something of a ment, not even to be spoken harshly to,
•way, through the medium of the post- have a far better opinion of me and laughed only at myself I should have
curiosity in the shape of a vondoo or for I am subject to heart disease and
man and a newspaper wrapper, it would give me an important permanent posi- forgiven and forgotten it.
One evening he culled after having coujur bag. Negroes in this section, might drpp dead at a moments notice.”
have been declined, doubtless, and re- tion on* bis paper immediately. Then
turned with or without the customary I heard so much about the editor of the absented himself for a fortnight, and J oven in their most enlightened circles, Adored Arabella— “Oh ! dear, dear!
though not very con-olingthanks; but, Arlbu/ton, all the girls at the reading- was wonderingin spite of myself what haver never got rid of ihe lowest ordei Mr. Caramel, please go away, now,
of superstition common to the race sinci
jght off ; go home or out in the street.
since you h%ve bearded the lion in his room of the British Museum were con- ould have happened to him. I wa
tne birth of their most ancient fore- It would be so inc^ivenieut to have
about
to
call
Mrs.
Kent
to
light
the
guo,
tinually
talking
of
him;
and
in
an
evil
<leo, you must listen to me for a few
fathers, which is a firm belief in aud you die here. Do go or I'll be obliged
hour, armed with my most elaborate though it was really quite bright, when
minutes.”
practice of what has been called vou- to call mo.” Rapid exit of Caramel.
X bowed and sat down. He bad got political production,T made my way to he stopped me.
dooism. The little bog we have before
tho
office
and
requested,
and
strange
to
“Don’t
ring
for
lights,”
ho
said,
in
his
out his scalpel and was going to scarify
“You needn’t be so fly,” said the
me mercilessly, but as I had brought it say, was granted (for London editors lazy way ; “I want to talk to you. I us was picked up on Broad street, in new boarder to the pretty waitress.
on myself I felt I must heroically en- are difficult of access) an interview. have something very particular to say, front of the Selma furniture store a few “Yesterday yon poured the soup down
dure it, though I glanced surrepti- Tho result was pain, shame, confusion, Madeline, and I want to say it to you days since. It contains a rabbit's foot, my back, and to-night you flipped one
tiously round the “den” in search of discomfiture,and, worst of all, failure, alone. Madeline”— and somehow he a piece of dried coon root, A bulbous of my biscuits up my sleeve, and the
some means of escape. He “fixed mo heaven and earth, how I hated that got possession of both my hands —“I plant that grows spontaneouslyin other is so small it looks lonesome.”
with his glittering eye, ’ and I waited, man as I sat in the most remote corner love you; I want you for my wife; I southern forests, also some other herbs “Well, you are partio’lar,” said the
wonderingwhy I bad been so mad and of the ’bus on my homeward journey- want to take care of you, dear, if you and roots dug from the woods, and home pretty waitress, combing out her best
small particles of parched tobacco. The bangs with jeweled fingers. “You’ll
mitguided as to enter an editorial of- how I vowed to be revenged and let will let me.”
“I can’t help it,” I returned, feebly rabbit’s foot, perhaps, possesses more want butter in your oleomargarine next,
him know some day whom he had
tce at all.
powers of sorcery than any other in- and fish-ballstwice a week. Beef stewSlowly, deliberately, with a sort of sneered and jeered at! I would put and vaguely.
“No, of course not, and I don’t want strument in use among tho black magi- muttonragoutcornmusbandmilkhash
fiendish satisfaction, he smoothed oat him in & novel, in a comedy, in a bur! ”
the crumpled manuscript, glancing at lesque. I would caricature him with you to. Darling, you must have seen cians of the south. Numbers of ne- She had the last word.— Free Press.
pen and pencil ;
would become that I love you, and yon must, you groes in the south carry a rabbit’s foo
.me with amused interest
Stubbs was seen going down Wis“Why do you write poetry, Miss famous merely to spite him, and refuse surely must care for mo a little in re- in thoir pockets or concealed about consin street carrving a shot-gun, a
their persons, as constantlyas the plow
—oh, the joy of that thought !— I would turn!”
•Jones?”
club, and a revolver. A friend stopped
boy carries his knife. There is not one
“1
don’t
know,”
I
said,
more
feebly
refuse
to
writo
a
serial
for
his
hateful
“I don’t know; because I like to, I
him and inquired what was the meanmagazine. I believe I became almost still; and the golden opportunity for negro out of every hundred that wil
suppose.”
ing of all the war-like decoration.
“A woman’s reason — thereforevalid. eloquent in my internal denunciations revenge, and retaliationwas gone by allow another person, white or black “Didn’t you hear about it?” inquired
But do you honestly and really think it of him ; and as an immediate practical, forever. I might have been cool and to approach them with tho enchantei Stubbs. “No; what was it?” further infoot. They will almost go into spasms
ia necessary for people, even in poetry, disdainful defiance of him, 1 got out at prond, haughty and defiant, laughed in
quired the friend. ‘Why, I was chosen
and supposingthey are very much in Oxford strecet and went into Mudie’s bis face and told him I scorned his love of terror and will fight, as for dear life to umpire a game of base-ball between
as he had scorned my peotry ; instead rather than come in contact with a rablove with each other— which no one is for another volume of Swinburne.
the morning and evening newspaper reIn one way or another the editor of of which I stood trembling and blush- bit foot in the hand of another person.
.nowadays—is it necessary for them to
porters, and I propose to back up every
be ’bitten and ’smitten,’and that sort the Arlington was a good deal ia my ing in his arms, while he kissed my face What there is about the foot of an or- decision I may make. I’m not much
dinary rabbit, or more properly speakof thing. Is it really desirable in the thoughts during the next week, and the and called me all sorts ot pretty names
on the run, but I can shoot like the
.interests of common humanity for more I consideredhis conduct the more and, in spite of myself, I confess I liked ing, hare, that sways such a powerfu mischiefin case of emergency.” Stnbb’s
•hearts to bo ‘melted’ and ‘smelted’ ?”— I detested him; my cheeks burned and it. It is humiliating, it is horrid, but influence for the negro juggler, is somedecisions, it is learned, were accepted
and placed his finger under a certain my ears tingled as I recalled bis low, it is true— I did love the handsome, thing we can’t understand, but that it, without a murmur by the opposing
does is a settled fact -Selma (Ala.
stanza. “This sentiment, for instance, mocking tones and quiet, annihilating hateful editor.
nines.
“Darling,”he cried, holding me from Times.
glanoes. As for submitting story, esis simply feroeions.”
Significant
“Don’t .’* I cried, angrily. “It’s very say or articles to bis tender mercies— him at arm’s length, “you’re a vixen—
hot the Same Tune.
you’re too fond of that vagrant poet—
orael and unkind oi yon ! If yon don’t never
A newly married man on being preBefore they were married he fre
want my poetry, you can say so, and
A fortnightpassed, and my manu- you detest me cordially; still Madeline,
sented with a brass-kettle by a few of
quently
told her
I
love
you,
and
I
believe
I
have
loved
have done with it 1”
script did not come back. My name
bis bachelor friends said:
“1 love thee, Catherine,and thee alone.
“ 'My passion flowed forth in a tor- was not Jones; but I did re&lly live you from that day when your presence
“Gentlemen, I thank von for this kind
font’— which of course rhymes with with Mrs. Kent, in Brown street; and mode a spot of sunshine in my very I will never permit my eyes to glance token of your esteem; but this present
at another,but will be thine and thine
- ’abhorrent ’ *’
I told her all about it; so I should shady editorial den. Some day perhaps
has one significance which you may not
“Stop, please?’’--And l thrust my have received it had it been sent. Of yon will learn to care a little about me.” alone until death do us part,” etc.
have considered— it will keep my famThat was a year or so ago, but it was
Ungers into my ears in the most undig- course he had tossed it in a conspiouily in hot water os long as it lasts.—
Six months afterward we were mar- only a few nights since that a gentle- Carl PretteVs Weekly.
nified miserv; but I could not shut out ouh waste-basketthat I had noticed un
the sound or the clear quick, mocking dor bis table, and that was the end of ried at St. George’s,Bloomsbury; and, man passing the house heard him say
“Yon cussed idiot, haven’t you got
•voice. I shut my eyes; but still there
when Jeff came home and heard all
any
sense. Haven’t I told you forty
«
about it I thought he would have gone
was the horrid, gloating, good-looking
editor, patching me, closely, his .hand
OneTday, quite a month after my enl out of his mind with joy. Now I write times that the only reason 1 call on
that actress is because she is a stranger down upon the world in contempt ; but
resting on my beautifully written poem counter with the Arlington, Mrs. Kent what I please for the Arlington;and,
—I thought then and think to this day announced' a visitor,a gentleman, to though tho editor goes over it, lje does hero, and doesn’t know anybody."— a truly noble and resolved spirit apTexas Siftings.
pears greatest in distress, and then be*faatit wwa$d is beautiful. When I see me, and in a moment there entered not dare alter a syllable, so that in that
comes more bright and conspicous.—
looked at hltn again, he whs laughing the editor, more cool, calm, self-pos- respect I have gained my point. I have
Pride is as loud a beggar as want,
Plutarch's
*
conquered my first editor.
at my distress,. •mflmg' to himself, like sessed, and smiMng thqn ever, in
and a great deal more saiicy. When
a ghoul or a. harpy, ay some thingeijual- ' “The verses have' hot come back in
you nave bought one fine thing you
Young man, you can Hot suooeedin
Although must buy ten mote*, that your appear1, but that he was exasperating- quite the Usual .ItejC lie said, sinking
The Midgets’ Marriage—
1
unasked into the only easy chair— I was suitably matched, _yet it is impossible ances may be all of apiece; but it is
l-look
KxMookmg.
bw, Miss Jones, what else have you at my writing table, and meant to stay that they can live long together l— easier to suppress the first thap
than to satwritten beside this very remarkable there, “However,h6re they are, with Judy.
i.ify all that follow it.— Franklin.
tried.
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ZACH TAYLOR.

Mr. Lowndes’ information. One

French Ohafe Brandy, distilled Extract
of Water Popper or ftoan Weed, Jamaica
RE
IN
STREETS T
How He Was OfficiallyInformed of His ject about which Lowndes would know Ginger and Camphor Water, as combinedin
Dr.
Plorco’s Compound Extract of Smart
proved Butter Color of Wells, Richardson Sc
Nomination,and How He Responded.
nothing. A wager was made —betting Weed, Is the best possible remedy for colic,
Co., Burlington,Vt, is the best In the world.
Such men as A. W. Cheever, of MassachuThe convention that nominated Gen. was popular in those days— and the cholera morbus, dlarrhuu,dysentery, or
KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY
bloody flux; also, to bronk up colds, fevers,
setts; E. D. Mason, Vermont; Francis A.
Taylor met in Philadelphia Juno 7, two gentlemen went directly to Mr. aud
inflammatory attacks: r>U cents.* Beep it
Hoffman, Wisconsin, use It, and recommend
Corea a Terrible Com of GraveL
1848. Tl\e Chairman wa* the Hon. Lowndes.
on hand. Good for man or beast.
It as superiorto all others.
John Morehead of North Carolina. “Can you tell us, sir, the process of
A skin game— Calling a gray elephant Nothing ia more urgently needed than
What are the greatestattachments made? The 10th of that, month Gov. More- manufacturing
uittuburmgau pin?"
pmr asked
usaeu me
the gengeu- white".— A’nc York Journal.
medicine for Gravel, aa the diseaseseems oath*!*More lawsuits than love suits are brought on
head addressed Gen. Taylor a letter tleman
ian who had pro
proposed the test To
ctvase, and we are glad to aay that auch ia DR. DAby attachments.
JtirnTR/, pile tumors, fistu- VID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY, of Bpfr
officiallynotifyinghim of his nomina- the su:
surprise of both, the gifted South
las, and all diseases of lower bowel (except
Horsford’a Acid rboipluitei i
tion. The distractioninto which the Caro
[ilinian at once gave in detail the cancer j, radicallycured. Address, World’s dout, N. Y. We pnt in evidence tho following lettMt
AS A NERVE fOOD.
Whig party was thrown by Gen. Tay- whole process, from the drawing of the Dispensary Medical Assoelatiou, Buffalo, N. selected from many similarcommunications ;
Dr. J. W. Smith, -Wellington, Ohio, says:
lor’s
nomination was not made less in wire to the fixing of the pins on paper. Y., and inoidso two (U-cont) stamps for book. Dr. David Kennedy:PrmriKM),Maas, March, ISM.
“ In Impaired nervous supply I have used It
Difer Sir- You have a right to know, andli
Rut the keystone of Mr. Lovtades’
to advantage.’'
the ensuing thirtv-five days by the siWhy have you no cause to fear the arrows public
to ku
know, suy oxiKiriciicc
6t
icnoc with Grave.
_
rough tho lido of your
A uosom friend— the chest protector.— lence of Gen. Taylor. Gov. More- infiuence in Congress was the convic- of ics'ntinontfrom an old man? Because remarkable
VORITK
am a carjwmterUv'
VanUu Ffiir,
head, in reply to inquiriesby leading tion of its members that he never was he never had a beau.
re.arc
pliMity'of 'wlttetaaa to f
___
of what I aay. Mr Amt oomuaratively alight t
Whigs— notably Mr. Weed— said he moved by a selfish purpose. E veil in
‘‘Rough on Corns." 15o. Ask for it Com- Gravel waaln tin* year ’tr*.iti-iMod away, an ___
, The Conflict
had positively written the General, and the ^ heat of debate men felt that plete cure, hard or soft corns, warts, bunions. little more trouble until U-i July. One day whs*
Between disease and health is often *brlof
at work In jfiy shop I w*« artMefllyseirertwith aksan
he knew of no reasofa why the reply Lowndes was speaking not for the
nifl terrible pain in say loit side, iconaultod two
at}d fatal. It Is better to be provided with
Urk the Fra/er Axle Grease, ’Us the best In phvaiilaiiH nt otioo. Olio said : ‘/ can <tn n»iAlu« for
was not forthcoming. Gen. Taylor was triumph of victory, but because he beThere la no distent from the decision of
candid and capable dairfmen that the Im-

them

of

FEU

said that he could suggest a sub-

_

cheap and simple remedies for aueb

a

.

common

through
and
lungs and

the risk of contractinga fatal disease

remedy for

safe

all

is

diseases of the

a sure

chest. If taken In season It Is certain to
cure, and may save you from that terrible

known

disease,consumption. It has been

and used for mafly-years,and it is no exaggeration to say that it is the best remedy In
the world for coughs, etc.
“Put up" at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations
at the low price of $t
and 12.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, corner Clintonand Madlion streets. Thu
far-famed hotel Is located In the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
H. W. Hoyt. Proprietor.

the world-willwear

such a orochety old fellow, and Whig
leaders'in general knew so little of him

Hops&Malt

FEVER and

:

“The Presidency of

him of the action of the Philadelphia
Convention.
Gen. Taylor's response was dated
July 15, a month and five days after
Hay-Fever. Ono and ono-balf bottles of the letter of notification was written.
Fly’s Cream Balm entirely cured mo of Hay- It had lam in the Baton Rouge postofFever of ton years’ standing.Have had no fice four weeks after Gen. Taylor retruce of it for two years.— Albert A. Perry, fused to pav the 10 cents postage.

the United States

an office to be either solicited or
declined.”
When he died, at the early age of 42,
even his political adversariesmourned
the loss of a personal friend. One of
the most active of them said: “The
best hopes of the country looked to
William Lowndes for their fulfilment.”
We have recalled this modest, retiring, unambitiousstatesman that our
readers may muse over the achievements of one who was no orator, yet
whose persuasive power and pure life
made him a leader among men.
is not

•

Or

HD

BULL’S SARSAPARILLA is ths old and
remedy for Imparities oi the blood
and Scrofulous affections—the King of
reliable

Blood Purifiers.
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is prepared in ths form of
oandy drops, attraottve to tho light and
pleasant to tho taste.

WORM

RHEUMATISM,

OR.

His leadership was, however, undis- Lincoln signing the Emancipation

“She lingered and sufferedalong, pining puted. It arose from his unselfishness, Proclamation, carried it to a Broadway
all the time for years,"
nis information and mental grasp, his picture dealer to he placed on exhibi“The' doctors doing her no good;”
fairness in debate, and his courtesy to- tion.
“And at last was cured by this Hop Bitters ward opponents. •
“ It is not quite dry,” remarked the
matter how
the papers say so much about."
“burning” might be the question before coming Raphael of America; “ and you
' “Indeed! Indeed!”
the House, he, though earnest in the had better put something in front of it
“ How thankful we should be for that medexpression of his views, never uttered to prevent the public from touching
a word to •offend an opponent. It was it.”

No

Tho Popular Remedies of the Day.
Principal Offle#, 8S1 lain 8t., LOUISVILLE,

KT.

CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS.
TOLER’S. CALIFORNIA EXCURSIONS

.

leave CHICAGO aud ST. LOUIS every mouth,
goiny the New, HliqrU-Ht. and moat plemut way of
reaching California.By going with na you *avx $10 to
$15 a day. For ipccia) hil^nnatloii, daw*, etc., writ* to

his custom to state the arguments of
“Eleven years our daughter suffered on a
the opposition so strongly and clearly
ibed of miseiy,
i “From a complicationof kidney, liver, that men called Aim “the fairest debater in Congress. On one occasion,
iheuiLatic troubleand Nervous debility,
Mr. Lowndes pfit an opponent's arguJ “Under the care of the best phyiicians,
ment in snch a clear and strong light
{ "Who gave her disease various names,
“But no relief,
that
Randolph exclaimed:
"And now she is restored to us in good “Lownies, you will never be able to
health by os simple a remedy as Hop Bit- answer yourself!”
ten. that we had shunned for years before
He worked hard to acquire the varied
using it"— The Parents.
information necessary to fit a consci-

John

WeU.

HO Clark 'gt., Chicago, HI.

young members of the House
were once discussing the extent of

I

MOTI.i

nBHGTOLATB t&B BOWELS,
I

They cure Rheumatism, and all Uri-I
nary trouble*.They Invigorate,
nourish, strengthen and quiet
the Nervous
«

System.

f

n Tonio they havt no KquaL
Take none bat Bops and Malt Bitters.

At
|

—

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.-—

j

Hops and Malt Bitters Oo.
DETROIT, MICH.

KIDNEY-WOF.T
DOES

WONDERFUL
CURES OF
ICIPH1YPI8BA8E8

AND
COMPLAINTS

LIVER

Because It acta ou the LITER,

KIDNEYS

BOWELS and

at the same time.

nary Pisaaaas,BUiousaM*, Jaundice, Constipation. Plica, or In BueumaUsm, Neuralgia,Ner.
oua Dlsorden and all Femalo Complal&ta.

wsouppRooror tins.
WILL BUBBLY OUU
CONSTIPATION, PILES,
IT

and

RHEUMATISM,

TREE ACTION of

By oaualng

all

th* orgsuN

and ftmotiona,thereby

CLEANSING
reetorlng the

the

BLOOD

normal power to throw off

THOUSANDS OP OASIS
PIRPIOTLY OURID.
race, ft uqu# oa pat, mid by BKCfism
Dry oaa be eeni by mall.
WXLZJLBIGHABDfO* * Oo., Burlington,VI.
Lad lump far Diary AliattMfar ISM.

!

Or peraona of any profeealonwho contemplate catsblullingnewspaper printing office* in Ncbrulu or
Dakota should communicatewith The Sioux City
NzwsfapkbUnion, No. 210 Dougina street, Sioux
Ci t y , Iowa, and aeve money.

KIDNEY-WO

COUNTRY NEWSPAPERS

CatarbH

mfaujai
Csusee no

Gives

ii

Fibu

ReM

A

Once. Thorough
Pain ia supposed to be the lot of na poor mortal*,
tai inevitable as de
death, and liable at any time to come
upon
ponua. Therefore
________ It ia importantthat remedial
agent* should be at _
when we are made to
pain, or tho dcpreaiingInfluence of
Buch a remedial agent exist*In
Family Remedy,

Treatment wllk

u*

Core. Not
uid or

PERRY DAVIS’

a

Liq-

Mnuff Ap-

ply with Finger*.

Give ifi TrlaL

8SS2M52

Pain-Killer
ARE

Fast Potato
THE

Digging

MUCH

mm

Ditto

arrhoea, Dysentery,Flu,

Do oot like thee. Dr. Fell,
The rcnoon why. I cannot tell"
“My daughten say:
It has often been wondered at, tM bad odor
“How much better father is since he used ple of diversified industries.
this oft-quoteddoctor was in. 'Twas probaHod Bitten."
Once, while Chairman of the Com- bly because ho. bcinf one of the dd-school
“He is gettingwell after his long suffermittee on Commerce, he presented a doctors, made up pills us lart* a* bullets,
which Qothinf but at; ostrich oould holt withing from a disease declared incurable."
“Aud we are so glad (hat he used your report which narrated the history of out nausea. Hence the dislike. Dr. H. V.
our trade with the East Indies. One Pierce’s "PleasantPurgative Pellets" are
Bitters. "-A Lady of Utica. N. Y.
sugar-coated and no larger than bird-shot,
SSTNone genuine without a bunch of green of the members from Massachusetts,
and are quick to do their work. For all deHop* on ttn white label. Shun all the vile, pois- Mr. Silsbed, who had been engaged in
rangementsof the livlr,bowels, and stomach
on on* •tuff with "Hop” or "Hop*" in their name.
that trade for many years, said in his they aco specific.

o

UTTOIA

let upon thoJJroraudKIdnsya,

B

PRINTERS

That’s a fact. I’ll tell you what 111
do. I’ve got a board the painters left
at my house when they were painting
It was the first and Is the only permathe doors, It has got ‘ Fresh Paint * on
nent Pain ReUever.
it in large letters. Ill just pnt that np
over your picture.”
UNSURPASSED.
The young artist, somehow or other, ITS MERITS
did not second the motion with the
Thera ia nothing to equal it. In a few momenta it
cures
vociferious enthusiasm that might have
Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Dibeen expected.— Taras Siftings.
“

entious legislatorto discharge intelligently the duty of legislating for a peo-

place: “The gentleman from South
Carolina has given me important information and shed new light upon a
subject with which I thought myself
-, as an old East India mer-

CM

THEY

W. H. TOl.fcl

—

A Daughter's Misery.

I EARN

a

-

awav

BIB

JOHN BULL'S

SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
BULL’S VORN DESTROYER,

,

“No!

I

ficient.

FOR PAIN.

!

of

the truth of the assertion that in no eass
whatever will it fail to cure if the directions are strictly followed and carried out
In a great many oases a single doio has
been inffioient for a cure, and whole families have been cured by a single bottle, with
a perfect restorationof tho general health.
It is, however, prndent, ana in every oast
more certain to cure, if Its nsa is continued
in smaller doses for a week or two after ths
diseasehas been oheoked, more especially
in difficult and long-standing oases. Usually this medicine will not require any aid
to keep tho bowels in good order. Should
the patient, however, reonire a cathartic
medicine, after having taken three or four
doses of the Tonio, a single dooo of BULL'S
VEGETABLE FAMILYrILLS will bo suf-

subject of greater solicitude

C/3

Liver and Kidney Remedy,

SPEEDY and PERAgue and Fever, or Ghilli
and Fever, whether of short or long standing. He refers to the entire Western and
Southern country to bear him testimony to

MANENT cure

a Newport letter. Hoyle on poker
a

mmwmmi

CHILLS and FEVER,
ALL HIURIU DISEASES

the SAFE, CERTAIN,

There is a constant change and uncertainty in the etiquette of cards, says
couldn’t be

AGUE

this eslobratsd medicine justly olaims for it a superiorityover
all remedies ever offered to ths publio for

REMEDY

Father Is Getting

mm
BITTERS
TRADE

The proprietorof

The Etiquetteof Cards.

than fashion’s rules as to visitingcards.
1 here give the season’s usages at Newport, and they may be regarded as auSmitbboro, N. Y. Price 50 cents.
Gen. Taylor's acceptance was thoritative.When a call is made with
couched in respectful terms, in a letter the hope to see the person called upon,
THEGREAT GERMAN not exceeding 250 words. He ex- inquiry should be made at the door if
pressed his thanks for the nomination, the lady is at home, and if so, a card
said he did seek it, and that if he were should be sent up, that there may be
elected President, for which position no mistake as to the visitor’s name.
he did not think he possessedthe requi- When it is a regular receptionday, on
ReUtv« and cures
site qualifications, he would do his which the lady of the house has given
best He discussed nothing, laid down out that she will stay at home to see her
Nouralgia,
no principles, and gave no indications fnends, no card should be sent up to
Sciatica,Lumbago,
what course he would pursue. In this her, but the visitor should leave one
the General cut it too short to satisfy upon the hall table. When the person
BACHACHB,
HUDAOH^ TOOTHACHE the Whigs. He had to write another visited is not at home, either the whole
letter — one of considerable length — to right-hand end or the upper rightrhand
SORE THROAT,
his friend Capt. Allison, in which he corner of the card may be turned down,
QUINSY, SWELLING!!
set things right The authorship of as a token that the visitor has called in
•FBAnS,
this letter was a subject of no little person. The way to make what the
lortntu.Cits, BndM*
FROSTBITES,
conjecture.If living, Thurlow Weed French call the “visit of digestion,” afBUBXS, SCALD*,
and Alexander H. Stephens could shed ter a dinner, or the call after an evenAnd all other bodily •eh«
ing par tv is to leave a turned-down
light on the subject
and pains.
After that the campaign went ahead card, as it would be too great a tax on
FIFTY CEITS A BOTTUL
smoothly and successfully. Although the time of a hostess if she were comSo Id by all DrnnMiaai
Dealer*. Direction*la n
Mr. Weed makes no mention of this pelled to receive each guest again seplanguage*. £
matter in his book, it was one of the arately. Cards are sent by post, on arThs Charlss A. Vogsisr 0*.
most annoying episodes in his eventful riving in Newport, to notify friends of
itMMHK « a. voasua s oo.)
BaltiMfL IA. C.S.A.
life.— JPas/itriJgfonletter to New York one’s presence, and may also be sent on
departure, marked “P. P. C.n—pour
Sun.
Advertising Cheats
!
prendre conge— io take leave. A mar"It has become bo common to begin an
An Old-Fashioned Statesman*
ried lady who is strictly punctilious
article in an elegant,interestingstyle.
South Carolina sent to Congress 'about social observances,leaves her hus“Then run it into some advertisement
three young men, Lowndes, Calhoun, band’s card with her own.
that we ovoid all such,
and Cheves, to sustain the war of 1812.
‘'And simply call attentionto the merits
of Hop Bitters in as plain, honest terms as Their talents were so conspicuous that
All for 50 Cents.
men spoke of them os "The Galaxy.”
possible,
Mr. E. C. Walker, Editor “Track and
"To induce people
William Lowndes ranked the first
Road," The Spirit of the Times, New York,
“To give them one trial, which so proves among the three, and was the leader of
after an exhaustive interview with all leadtheir value that they will never use anything the House of Representatives from
ing horsemen, stablemen, sportsmen, driv1812 to 1822. Yet to the inconsiderate ers, and breeders of horses of the country,
“The Remedy so favorably noticed in all the
observer he seemed to possess scarcely states that 8t. Jacobs Oil, the great pain
P Religious and secular,%
any of the attributesof leadership. cure, will do all that is claimed for it in the
"Having a large sale, and is supplantingall
His tall, stooping,and frail frame, his cure of aches, pains, and suffering in man
other medicines.
“There is no denying the virtues of the Hop feeble, husky voice, his awkward gest- and beast.
^lant, and the proprietors of Hop Bitters have
ures, and his gentle, nupretending nashown great shrewdbess and ability • • •
Fresh Point.
“in compoundinga medicine who«e virtues ture appeared to unfit him to lead a
are so palpable to every one’s observation."
A young New York ariist, having
bodv of men divided by the excitement
finished a large historical painting of
of the war with Great Britain.
Did She Die?
!

uw

r. I wna frightened

rnag’lH incurable

JOHN

The clouds may darken o’er the sun,
Yet rivers to the ocean run.
The bald and gray may live serene
By using the famous Carbolino.

!

you! Yunr

,

_

icine."

wloo as long as any other.

'

_

bundles of letters were forwardedfor
the Dead-Letter Office, they having
been declined on account of the nonFor dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof payment of postage by the senders. It
spirits,and general debility In their various was in the 10-eent and non-payment
forms; also, as a preventive against fever and time. Of the forty-eightletters thus
ague, and other intermittent fevers, the
forwarded to the Dead-Letter Office,
‘•Ferro-Phosphorated Klixlr of Calieaya,"
made by Caswell, Hasard A Co., of New York, the Baton Rouge Postmaster said a
and sold by all druggists,is the best tonic; majority were addressed to Gen. Tayand lor patients recovering from fever or lor, who had declined to pay the postother sickness it has no oqual.
age on them and take them out of the
Hav-Feveh. I was severelyafflicted with office because his mail expenses
Hay-Fever for twenty- five year*, I tried had become burdensome. The GenerEly's Cream Balm, and the effect was marvelous. It is a perfect cure.— Wm. T. Carr, al had since become aware that some
Presbyterian Pastor, Elizabeth, N. J. Price of the letters were of importance, and
60 cents.
asked for their return. Among them
was Gov. Morehead’s letter notifying
Carbo-llnes.

else.”

t

_

lieved the views he advocated were
w nit to the aeoiuil, who said little, but gave mo a proIt did no good.
such as would benefit the whole coun"Rough on Rats." Clears out rsts, mice, flies, •Lription.
Then began a m rle* of experience*,the agony and
try. He aimed to convince the judg- roaches, bed-bugs, ants, vermin, chipmunks. 15a horror of wliit-h word* cannot depict. Thine ofltll
wa* aometlnicM taken in Mm street, amt would fiuL
ment by persuasivespeech. When he
PtBo’s Cure for Consumption is not only wriUiUigwith agony, upon tin, uhlewulk. It
li> lire, lliauk if raven. 1 then hoard of
appearing
had succeeded, and the majority were pleasantto take, but it Is sure to eure.
1)Y8 FAVimiTK REMEDY." through .
Cooley, I had not used half a bottlo when
differentquarters, some of them not radiant with the glow of victory, he
“Rough on Itch“ cures humors, eruptions, ring- throe atones lu sticrtMlnn.one of which wt
altogethersatisfactory to Whig leaders, was conspicuous for his gentle humil- worm, tetter, salt rheum, frostod feet, chilblains. ouo-hidf an hu h long. 1 iimeiercd with the m
clue, the symptom* graduallyabated, and I have __
but not a word came from him about ity.
Qgroow; trouble kiiut. I am well. Hunk* to ypn am!
Public speakers and singers use Piso’s Cure FA) OBiTE REMEDY . Your* mo*t gratefully,
the nomination. It began to look like
In 1822, the Legislature of South
for hoarsenessand weak lungs.
JAMES D. KENNEDY.
an indignity. Mr. Weed, to whom Carolina unanimously nominated Mr.
What -FAVOHITE REMEDY" did lu this cast It h»
more than any other man Gen. Taylor Lowndes as a candidate for the Presi‘•Buchu-Palba." Quick, complete cure, all
done In many other*. If you desireto do so,
owed his nomination, was desperate dency. He made no response to this annoying kidney and urinary diseases. $1.
AdrtruN* Ib\ David Kennedy, Itondout,N. Y.
under suspense. Meetings were pro- nomination. A friend wrote him a letRead Toler's CaliforniaExcursion Advt
posed, aud one was actually called in ter, chiding him for his reticent attiAlbany, looking to the repudiation of tude toward such a high compliment.
the nomination. When it met, howlu Mr. Lowndes’ reply he stated that
DR.
BULL’S
ever, other counsels prevailed, though he had not taken and would never take
the suspense continued.
a step to attract the public eye to himJuly 22 the Postmaster at Baton self. Then he uttered a sentiment
Rouge, where Gen. Taylor lived, ad- which no one doubted to he the exIC
dressed the PostmasterGeneral a let- pression of one who aspired to merit
FOR THE CURE OF
ter saying that with the report for the rather than aimed to gain the honors
current quarter from that office two of high office

Sitl’sToiSro

Are You lilscoiirugcd?
Has your physician fulled 10 arrest the disease .from which you arc suffering? Arc you
losing faith in medicines, and growing
alarmed at your condition? Then give Comr
pound Oxygon » trial. Write to Drs. Starkey
& I’aloii, 110' Girard st.. I'hlla.. for their
treatise on Coiii|>ouiidOxygon. Sent free.
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disorders as coughs, colds, etc., than to run
neglect. Dr. Win. Hall’s Balsam

THE

“I

A

_

Dyspepsia, Sick
Headache*
it

i«

found to

CURE CHOLERA
When

all

that cost u*

other Bemedlea fafl.

USED EXTERNALLY. AS
_ give* quicker eaae in

LINIMENT.!
-n*. C’ut-j

laet, Bprshi*. Htlnc* “
d*. It removes the lire,

good church man

his umbrella will
Picayune.

may 'go astray, but
keep Lent— A’mc (Meant
»

.

other remedy will. In aeotiona of the country where

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
cures all female and kidney complaints. ,

Why should the company of Jailers never
be tolerated? Because they keep bad com-

pany. „

FEVER AND

$20001

__

Hourtk IhtufatiRriigiio.,IWoKSo’.iiC.

AGUE

Pmafla

,

there toao remedy held In greater esteem.
Person* traveling should keep ll by them.

SOLD BY ALL DRUCQISTS.

•pm

Tklt
Christian

W«

to tk«

TemperanceUnion.

W. 6.
The following

Tan Oort & Beonvte,

8. Union.

li

a

Saccetion to W. C.MELI8.

letter containing im-

portant information to

all

public instruction,written by the Attorney

toMn.
State SuperintendentW.

General of tbo State of Michigan
Mary B. Dickie,

C.T.U.
Madam:— In
tions
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Act No.

to say, that

A

HOLLAND, MICH.

and very fine stock of

large

Laws

08,

A large atock of

of 1888, provides as follows:

“The

goods at the One-Price Store of

in the stock of

HARRINGTON,

E. J.
AND RANGES.

reply to the several ques-

made

has been

COOKING STOVES,

upon which you ask my opinions

me

permit

A VERY RADICAL CHANGE

|ra m))Idr and keep for sale some very fine

concerned in

District Board shall specify the

studies to be pursued in the schools of the

has just been received and will be sold at remarkable low figures.
Boots and Shoes, Rubbers and Slippers superior to any in tho City.

district,provided always, that provision
shall be

made

for instructing all pupils la

every school in physiology and hygiene,

o

coholic drinks, stimulants, and narcotics

That this

and

human

Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of

system, etc.

applicableto

is

villages, is' evident

cities,

also have a stock of

always on hand.

with special roferonce to the effects of al-

generally upon the

We

We have

large assortment of

a

’

towns

from Howell's

statues,Sec. 5172, which provides as fol-

Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.

Spring Dress Goods,

ALABASTINE

HATS AND CAPS.

Hew

Style of Prints,! Dress- Patterns.

lows:
“All provisions of this act^ shall apply
to,

and be in power In every

township, city, and village in

such

except

as

may

district,

this state,

be inconsistent with

the direct provisions of

in all

shades.

of styles

Calicos

and designs.

ol

the Act of 1888 inconsistentwith any spec-

enactment of the legislaturerelative to

cities

number

in an endless

and

some enactment ot

the legislature."Arc the provisions
ial

Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace,

Gardem Faring

A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.

Tools.

or villages? We think aot. Itisi

COULEE EAE^I/ST

true that the charters of several cities provide that tbo Board of Education may pre-

The ben of

etc.,' yet

Q-ET

BEST BAB/GAI1TS

Holland, Mich., Aug. 6th, 1884.

scribe the course of study to be pursued,
the books to be used,

and

this gives to

such bosrds no greater power than is con-

upon

ferred

who

district

boards of townships

and White Lead.

are inquired to specify the studies to

be pursued in the schools of the district,

and

prescribe the text books to be used,

etc., and yet this power— is only to be
acted

upon and exercisedwhen

the legis-

lature hns|not speciallyprovided what
studies shall be taught; but when studies
are

prescribedby law, as the powers of

these boards

may

can be obtained of ns.

SPRING
HAS
COMB
Barted Fence Wire
We

keep all kinds of

and

COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,

That this law was intended to apply to
all

public schools of the state

from the reading of

is

by the law of 1888, which requires special

provisionsfor instructingall pupils in
every school, in physiologyetc. ; and also

same

by Sec. 4 as amended in this

which

provides, that

no

GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,

certificateshall

who

shall

to pass a satisfactoryexaminationin

general section of Howell's statutes above

GIVE US A CALL.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Prints,

Ginghams.

We promise prompt and gentlemanlytreatment
and good bargains, to all who trade with ns.

VAN OORT. & BEEUWKES.
Hollasd, Mich., April 2,

which

1884.

no doubt of the

SILK

A.2STE

be

legislaturethat this act should

cent* per month.
Weekly— One Dollar per year.

A

FREE!

00TT03STI

NECKWEAR

GENTS’

RELIABLE SELF-CURL aaST.U.g.a'ii-MIA_
A favorite prescription of one of the
mostboted end aucoeeafnlspecialists the U.
x

I

In

full stock of

always on band.

appli-

cable and in force in cities as well as in

Address DR.

G.

porated under special acta with

power

prescribe courses of study er not. Tbat

to

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

it

WARD

stantlyto a GLOMT black by g single application of this DTE. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express on receiptof fl. '
Office.44 Murray Street, New York.
MAffOAl OF USEFUL MCEJFTt

mri

FOR TIE CAHPAIGh.
WEEK, l i

will send the

til after election for

TUTTS
HAIR DYE.
Gxat Hair or Whiskers changed

in-

A CO., Louisisea, Mo.

H. BOOITE,

‘

mil-

HIL

.

AddfSM

Otto Breyman
—

schools of cities at well ae villages and

townshipsof the

We

27, 1884.

PRESS on
CENTS.

is the duty ef school officers In all public

8.

THE FREE PRE,

townships, whether such cities are incor-

Holland. Mich.. March

___

(now retired)for the cure of irer»w«ie,b«
Witty,
iMSMmnhfm*, BTswAis— and -Pelwy. Sent
la plain sealed en velope/Ve*.D niggle t« can fill It.

GEOCEBIES

intent of the

.and MALARIA.

on the Liver, As aLlver medicine TUTT’B
PILLS have no equal. Their action on the
Kidneys and Skin is also prompt: removing
all Imparities through these three “scavengers of the ystea,,, producing appetite, aonnd digestion, regular stools, a clear
akin and a vigorous body. TUTT’S PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with daily work and are a perfect

per Year; 60

LADIES’ AND BENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,

42-tf

good sought to be accomplished,would
to leave

Newspaper in Michigan,

best

Hamburg Edgings.

therein provided, together with the gener-

seem

The

Daily

cities arfke with townships, except as

al

!

Read theletfoit Post

and

Corsets.

.

amendment,applicable to

the above is an

r

From these sources arise three-fourthsol
the diseases of the human race. Those
symptoms indicate their existence I/oss of
Appetite, Bowele coatlre, Sink Headache. fkllneae alter entlnjr, aversion to
exertion of body or mind. Eructation
of food* Irritability of temper, JLow
spirits, A feeling of having neglected
eomo duty, Dlxxlaese, Flutteringat the
Heart, Dote before the eyce, highly col*
ored trine, CONSTIPATION;and demand the use of a remedy that acts directly
:

phy-

alcoholic drinks, etc., and this with the

DISORDERED LIVER,

right away
than anything else In this world. All, of either
sex. succeed from first hour. The broad road to
fortupe opens before the workers, absolutely sure.
At once addressTrue & Co.. Aagusra. Maine.

Hosiery.

fail

siology, etc., in reference to the effects of

quoted, making the general law, of

goods, consisting of

„

GLASS, ETC., ETC.

be granted to any person after
September 1st, 1884,

*

of

Dress Goods*
Cottons.
CARPENTERS’ TOOLS, SASH, AND
Tickings.

act,

TORPID BOWELS,

G.YANPIJTTEMSONSAPRIZE.to more money
have received a large Spring stock

WHIPS, PUMPS,

evident

as amended

tiec. 15,

PILLS

Send six cents for postage,
and receive free, a costly box
of goods which will help vou

be enlargedor dimin-

ished at the legislative discretion.

!

TUTTS

wanted for The Lives of all ihe
Presidentsof the U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less (ban twice onr
price. The fastest setting book In America. Immense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want it. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallet Book Co., Portland. Malae.

THE FREE PRESS CO..
Detroit* Midi.

Dealer In-

state to see te its full en-

The oldest established Stable in the city.

forcement, 1 have no doubt.
(7b be Continued.)

Jewelry, Watches,

Very SemariubleBecoveiy.

£ IRON

DIAMONDS,

Mr. Geo. V. Willing, of Manchester,
Micb., writes: “My wife has been almost

THE CULT

Sihtmrs, Phteinn, id Fucj Book

helpless for five years, so helpless that she

could not turn ever in bed alone. 8he

Gold and

used two bcttles of Electric Bitters, and is

Silver

Watches at Rea-

much improved, that she is able now to
do her own work."
Electric Bitters will do all that is'
claimed for them. Hundreds of testimon-

uiALrorrr) Riisras

ials attest their great curative powers.

ever displayed In this City.

so

Only

The largestassortment of.

I

It has ever

111

well supplied table.

more

How

—and a—

easy it Is for

an

as DeLaud’a Chemical
use. Read the
statement on the label. Sold' in cans
article

Baking Powder

to

only, full weight, full strenth, always pure.

I am prepared to do repairing and
promptly and in the best manner.

cure. C#jtributedby

Wm.

Come and examine our stock. No

Kay, 570 Ply-

trouble to show Goods.

mouth Avc., Buffalo, New York.

FOR SALE BY

Some Remarkable Cures of deafness are
recorded of Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.
Never

My

fails to cure earache.

physician said I could not live,

my

of order, frequently vomited
greenish macoQt,sk!nyellow, small dry
liver out

humors on face, stomach would not retain

food. Burdock Blood

Bitters cured me.

Mrs. Adelaide O’Brien, 872 Exchange

MEYER, BROUWER

mmi cm
—--and

—

keep your

FIRST

0.

BREYMAN.

12,

1884.

48-1

WARD

Drug Store.

wall paper,
R, B,

•

River

St..

Holland Mich.

1

1

1\
j 1

UVUl/

for

the working class. Send 10 cei

1 *or P°,l>2e' «nd we will mall yoa/r
* royal,valuable box of sample got
that will pot yon In the way of

m

husband In good temper is to give him tng more money in a few daya than yon epossible at any business.Capital not
good food. If you use DeLand’e Saltra- thonght
qalred. wa will sun yon. Yon can work all
tus end Bode, your success will always be time or in spar* time only. The work la nnlv
•ally adapted to both aexea, young and old. X
sure, and consequently no clouds on the can easily earn from BO cents to f£ every event
1

BEST, M. D.,Prop’r.

zL'rs&tsfz,
The Burdock Plant !a one of tbo best
diuretic* or kidnoy regulators.Burdock
Blood Bitters is unsurpassed in all diseases ef the kidneys, liver nod blood.
<H«M Htuim *

Mr. I. A. Anderson, a competent prescript!
clerk, has charge, and wll! be tound at all hou
ready to compound prescription! in a thoroiigl
reliablemanner.

A completeaaaortment of

AND L9F3 PEMWIES,

-

US

FkW.

M.U<.

_

•

Sewing Machines,
AND MUSICJIL 'INSTRUMENTS.

a

Mortgage Sale.
Default having been made In the conditions of a
certain mortgage dated May Fourth (tthMsA. D.
1870, and executed by Robert Akorly and oary C.
his wife, to George W. Joscelyn, and recorded
August second (2nd).A. D. 1870, in the office of
the Registerof Deeds for Ottawa County. Michigan, In Liber 11 of Mortgagee,on page 404, npon
which mortgage there Is claimed to be dne, at the
The only reed ioBtrowent made having
date of tbla notice, four hundred and ninetyseven dollars and nineteen centa ($407.10.)and the patent Qualifying tubes, giving the
no suit or proceeding!at law or in equity having
nearest approach in tone to that of the
been inatituied to recoverthe debt or any part
thereof aecured by said mortgage, now.thercfore,by pips srgsQ.
virtue of the power of aale in aald mortgage
contained, and of the statute In such case made
and provided, notice la hereby given that on the

day of September,

1884,

one o'clock In the afternoon of said day, at the
front door of the Court Houae of Ottawa Connty.
Michigan, in the city of Grand Haven, In aald
Connty,there will beaold at public anctioo or van-

White Sewing Machinal

at

-

Ths Best In the World!

fall line

Mthetownaf

Boll

end, Mtcklgen, Jane «, A. D. lM4*°’«fiSw

ef sewing machine merchao
constantly on hand.

dUe
Pleue

(^l^^n^j^MterUin

V

^

sa

Every Machine warranted for five ytan

A

JL OJLJjXtm

Holland, Mich., Jane tT.llM.

?!Mf

-•-Dealer In--—

R. B. BEST,
Co.,

1882.BOONE.

BLO(

flrst-claee drag etora
southeast quarter (K) of the north
be kept constantly on hand.
and the southwest quarter I. “
wnflve (B), north
quarter (M) of section three “
of range sixteen (16)

OIV23

.

B.

Everythingapertalning te a
will

not cheaper

\Fullof (trail tre and usefulinformation,free. #
Dr. HARTiifi IRON Toniooi for Sale by All
Druqojcts and Deale# Everywhere.
* ly

Thirtieth

MLR MULES

if

Bollard. July 28th.

LADIES^'r'.o'r.rWa
______

v

BURIAL GASKETS.
AT

to

CO.,

doalors in

III

To the Ladles.— One way

Holland, Mich., May

8t.,

Buffalo, Now Yorfc*

as cheap,

than any party In this city.

V

Hate used Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil for
croup and colds, and declare it a positive

In this

Sr. Hatters Iron finis,
pnrlfy and enrich the

disease* ra'iulrlnga certain and efllclert TOXIC,
esneciallv llys|iepsla.\VantofA|i|'etlte.Indigestion. Lack of Strengin. etc., H* n*c U marked
with iiuiucdlate and wondenu! resnlts. Hones,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind
me
uiiuu and
aim supplies Mraln
i.raiu iI'nwi
i.wt r.
jlalnts
______ ..find In
DR. HARTER’S IRON
ION TONIC a safe slid
and speedy
speei
cure, It
cure.
ft gives a clear and hoaltliy
healthy complexion
complexion.
7*6 strongest testimony to Ihe
the value of 1>K.
i>H.
HjUTBn’s
-------- ------ihox Toxic
------ is
----that frequent attempts
attemr
oiilfjidded to the
thepopul
at counterfeiting have oulyjidded
popularity of the ortgluul. If y«u earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the OIHOIXAL aSd Hkst.
engraving
£ Bend^roor addressto TheDr Harter MstLCa

Goods are warranted
bejust as represented.

All the

for their

flEARSE

with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral

purposes, which I will furnish

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

fortunate wives of the present

day, where science end skill has produced

such

I have the neweat and best
city,

GEO. T. McCLURE,

SPECTACLES

bey tbat the good wife of every household

sought to keep her husband pleasant by a
the

also keep on hand a largs assortmentof

be«n true since Adam was a

near Eighth,

FACTS REQARDINQ

H. Walsh’s.

fifty cents • bottle at

Street,,

TRUE

< TONIC
X!

sonable Prices,

On Market

pH

